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Controversial fight club
throws in the towel
PROVO,Utah (AP)- The
founding members of the
Provo Fight Club have called
it quits - at least for now and
for its current form.
Some private fights may
still be held.
The fighters cited concern
about liability. and growing
attendance - people that
they couldn't and didn't want
to be responsible for.
"As much as we all love
Fight Club, we don't love it
that much," said James
Anderson. 22, a Utah Valley
State College student who was
one of the co-founders.
"We figure that's a big
weight to put on our shoulders for everybody else's
entertainment even though it
was fun for us, too," cofounder Aaron Christopher,
22, of Provo said Monday. "It's
not worth it to have something looming over our head."
The Fight Club was an
underground boxing group
that hosted bouts every
Monday night around 10 p.m.
A secret location was
announced by word of mouth
a few hours before the event
each week.
"It started out as just a little get-together with our
friends," Christopher said.
"But 400-500 people come,
then there's like 300-400 people that you don't even know
and you're liable for all of
them. really. because it all
points back to the organizers
of the activity."
At the last Fight Club event

on April 17 about 400 people
showed up to watch the fights
in a warehouse in the outskirts of Pleasant Grove.
After witnessing an illegal
punch, about a dozen friends
on both sides jumped the
ropes and started what could
have ended up being a 400person brawl.
The founders, about a
dozen UVSC and BYUstudents, met over the weekend
and decided to disband.
Anderson said they might
have a few fights during the
summer, but just in an apartment with only close friends
and roommates invited.
About half the founders
are leaving town for the summer anyway, Anderson said.
He said he doesn't know if
Fight Club will start back up
in the fall.
"I'd still love to have it if
we could get away from the
little problems," said
Anderson. who boxed in five
of the bouts. "I had a lot of
fun."
The fights. in which the
participants wore no safety
helmets and slugged each
other with 16-ounce boxing
gloves for three 45-second
rounds, started about seven
weeks ago at Christopher's
apartment.
The organizers said they
had not received any pressure
from university officials to
stop the fights. They also said
they were not violating any
laws and police had not
threatened them.
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Overcrowded:

2000

Graphic design emphasis full,
may turn more than 115 away

JESSICAWARREN

Staff Writer

The exploding market for
graphic designers leaves the
two full-time professors and
three graduate students at
Utah State University
strapped for time and students fighting for classes and
individual attention.
USU's graphic design
emphasis within the Art
department currently has 175
declared majors and an estimated 79 of the 186 undeclared students are enrolled
in their classes, according to a
memorandum given to Art
department head Craig Law
from Robert Winward and
Alan Hashimoto, the two fulltime professors.
This means two professors
and three graduate students
are trying to teach 254
graphic design students.
"There's no way we can
adequately address the needs
of all of these students," the
professors wrote.
In the memo. they compared their enrollment to
that of Brigham Young
University and the University
of Utah. BYUadmits 20
graphic design majors per
year and has 35 total majors
at any given time with three
full-time faculty members.
according to the memo.
The University of Utah
admits 30 majors annually
with 68 total majors at any
given time, also with three
full-time faculty members.
USU admits all who apply
and has 175 declared majors

USU students James Robinson, front, Mark Kroghand Lisa Villellahurry to finish theirdesignprojects
in the graphicsJabnearthe FineArts Building.Thegraphicsdesignmajoris overcrowdedand understaffed.

with two full-time faculty
members.
•If we can't get some help,
we're going to have to tighten
up the admittance," Winward
said.
He said this means they
will have to turn away about
115 people wanting to declare
graphic design as their major.
"We'd have to limit the
curriculum," Hashimoto said,
which means cutting out
things like animation and
digital work.
Hashimoto and Winward
suspect the reason for the
high enrollment is because of
the industry right now.
Hashimoto said there are
jobs that didn't exist two or

three years ago.
"Allyou have to do is get
on the Web," Winward said.
Web sites for companies are
done by designers, as well as
clothing labels, sport logos
and anything that is packaged, Winward said.
In an article in Time magazine on March 20, Mark
Dziersk of the Industrial
Designers Society of America
said, "When industries are
competing at equal price and
functionality, design is the
only differential that matters."
A recent issue of U.S. News
and World Report lists the
·21 Hot Job Tracks for the
21st Century," according to

Winward and Hashimoto's
memo.
Four of those were graphic
design oriented: virtual set
designer. broadband architect.
creative director and Web
promotions producer.
·our students can get really great jobs if they work
hard," Winward said.
A major problem with the
program right now is students can't get into classes
they need.
Dan Paulus, a declared
graphic design major with
one year left, said he is frustrated with trying to get into
the classes he needs to gradu-
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Newly-elected
ASUSU
endorses
civility
code
DOUG SMEATH

Assistant News Editor

Dirty work

USUPresident Emert,left, and ClarkGilesof the

GeorgeS. and DoloresDoreEcclesFoundation,
breakgroundfor The EcclesScienceLearning
Center.The 500-seatauditoriumin the new
LearningCenterwill havecomputeraccessat each
seatand an electronicwhiteboard.

During the final Associated
Students of Utah State
University Executive Council
meeting of the year. the new
council members conducted
their first official business as a
group.
The first action passed was
an endorsement of the recently proposed student classroom
civilitycode and approval of a
letter to USU Provost G. Jay
Gogue stating the council's
position on the code.
Both the endorsement and
the letter passed with a vote of
16 to 1.
The civility code would set
forth a procedure for dealing
with students whose behavior
is seen as disruptive in class,
ASUSUAcademic Vice
President Jim Stephenson said.
"This is a student-friendly
policy."he said.
He said the idea for a civility code started when a student
came to Vice President of
Student Service Pat Terrell
after having been kicked out
of a class.
The student's grade had
suffered because he was kicked
out, and he felt the teacher's
expectations for classroom
behavior weren't dear,
Stephenson said.
He said the new code would
set out a formal set of steps for
dealing with disruptions.
ASUSUCollege of
Agriculture Senator Katie Jo
Collett said the new code
would not only benefit students but would benefit faculty as well. She said it would
help faculty know what steps
to go through if they have
problems.
However, the code as currently written does not solve
one problem some council
members expressed concern
about - the question of just
what disruptive behavior is.

In the letter to Gogue, the
council recommends instructors list in the course syllabus
what would constitute unacceptable behavior.
"In order for this policy to
distill upon the student body
and have the desired, positive
effect, it is necessary for the
students to know what the
instructor considers to be 'disruptive classroom behavior,'"
the letter reads.
However, some council
members wondered whether
they should approve the code
. before that part is added.
·1 don't think it's a good
idea to pass this because students have to know what disruptive behavior is to get
kicked out," ASUSUCollege of
Natural Resources Senator
Sandra Jane Keil said.
But Stephenson said the
Faculty Senate, which recently
voted to endorse the code, left
out provisions forlisting
behaviors in course syllabi
because they felt no professor
could list every possible form
of bad behavior.
However, he said a general
list would provide students
with an idea of what was
acceptable and what wasn't.
As an example, Stephenson
said some instructors would
consider reading a newspaper
in class disruptive while others
wouldn't care. He said a list of
what's unacceptable would
give students an idea on which
to base their estimation of a
teacher's expectations.
·r think teachers have been
operating under the premise
that they can kick a student
out if they wanted to,"
Stephenson said. "And they
can't."
The other action the council passed concerned the use
of students' social security
numbers as their university
identification numbers.
The council voted unanimously to endorse a letter

from Terrell and Dean of
Information and Learning
Resources Barbara A. White to
USU President George H.
Emert recommending the university continue its use of
social security numbers.
"Although, in principle, we
might all agree that (USU)may
prefer to use randomly
assigned numbers as identifiers in place of social security
numbers to provide greater
privacy and security of student
records, the disadvantages of
moving to such a system far
outweigh the benefits," the letter reads.
Among the benefits of
changing to a random system
listed in the letter, White and
Terrell said use of social security numbers may increase
chances of "identity theft."
"However,according to
nationally syndicated columnist Jane Bryant Quinn ...
there is very little that people
can do to prevent access to
their social security number."
according to the letter.
On the other hand, the letter lists three disadvantages to
changing the identification
system.
First, reprogramming to
accommodate the new system
would cause delays and inconveniences for students, according to the letter.
·we anticipate that payments would be delayed, registration processes and transcript access affected," the letter reads.
Second, a new system
would impact current software
settings, according to the letter.
Finally, the letter says a
change would represent a costly endeavor.
·we estimate. at minimum,
that the cost of this change
would total about $202,600
whichdoes not include all staff
time necessary to implement
that changes across our integrated system," the letter reads.
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Youth fight at zoo ends in gunfire
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
feud between youths at the
National Zoo ended in a
hail of gunfire Monday
evening, leaving one boy
brain dead and wounding
five other children at one of
the capital's most popular
tourist sites, police officials
said.
Police were investigating
whether the shooting was
gang related and sought at
least one teen-age gunman
who fired a handgun into
groups of youths after a
confrontation escalated to
bottle throwing and then
shots, according to authorities and witnesses.
The victims ranged in age

from 11 to 16 and were
attending a century-old
post-Easter gathering at the
zoo celebrating AfricanAmerican families.
A high-ranking police
official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said a
boy, either 11 or 12 years
old, was shot in the head
and declared brain dead at
a hospital. The boy was
being kept alive by
machines to allow his family
to donate his organs, the
official said.
Officials at Children's
Hospital National Medical
Center, where the boy was
being treated, would only
say the boy remained in

very critical condition.
A 12-year-old girl was in
serious condition with a
wound to the pelvis. a 14year-old boy was in serious
condition with a leg wound.
and three other youths were
hospitalized with less serious injuries, according to
officials at the hospitals
where they were treated.
Hours later, police still
circled the zoo in helicopters. "We are looking
into the possibility that it is
gang-related , but we are not
certain ," Police Chief
Charles Ramsey said.
The zoo, a unit of the
Smithsonian Institution. is
one of the most visited sites
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Gunmen
takeforeigntourists
hostageat Malaysian
resort

Philippinetroops move closerto
·r:ebelstrongholdin hostagerescue
.. , ZAMB0ANGA,Philippines(AP)- Muslim rebels who
· have been holding 27 Filipinos hostage at a remote moun.,,·
tain stronghold in the Philippines retreated Tuesday from ·
their earlier claim of responsibility for the abduction of 20
people from a nearby Malaysian tourist island.
.·. \. 'Tm not saying.that we are_theones" responsible, said
·••.AbuSayyafrebel spokesmanAbu Ahmad. 'Tm also not ·
sayingweare riot the ones. Let'sgive the government a

puzzle."
·. The hostages, including foreign tourists and local resort
workers, were abducted late Sunday from Malaysia's
.•.Sipadan Island by six suspected Filipinos and taken on two
·.·fishing boats toward the Philippines. about an hour away,
Malaysianoffid.aJ.s
said.
rn a separate television intemew, Ahmad also warned
that members of his extremistgroup would kidnapfor~
. eignersin the Philippines if the United States does not
release three Arab terrorists. induding the mastermind of
the 1993 World Trade Center bombing. held in American
Jails.
.• "We will give more problems to the Philippine govern•··ment if (the United States) fails to give us our demands,"
( he said.
/ . 1he Abu Sayyafhave been holding 27 Filipino hostages,
induding.m~y c))ildren. for the past five weeks in the

so.wn~1lipjjj.l)e§.., n ,.,.fA /,, •\· I
Ii
...,
't..c§illCi'j~tpl~Ji'i
PWPPB~~~
~~ogs.pave
been
fightin.
g
d
1

tlien·way µp'tiremore;:'heav.u.
mountain towar .
1 101es.Led
· tile Abu Sayyaf'smain stronghold in Basilan province in
an attempt to free the Filipino hostages.
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in Washington, drawing 3
million local residents and
tourists each year. Nestled
inside one of northwest
Washington's wealthiest
neighborhoods. it has seldom experienced violence
and was better known for
the rare Chinese pandas it
housed for over two
decades.
The gunfire shortly after
6 p.m. EDT in broad daylight stunned visitors.
"I am not bringing them
back. These are my grandkids. It is not safe," said
Sandra Edwards. who was
visiting the zoo with her
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SEMPORNA.Malaysia
orating.
(AP)- Rescue teams were
Nafir Sakaran. a state
searching Southeast Asian
Cabinet minister at police
headquarters in Sempoma,
seas on Tuesday for
assailants who abducted 20 told The Associated Press
Tuesday that marine police
hostages from a Malaysian
diving resort.
and navy reinforcements
have been brought in. 'The
Muslim rebels in the
Philippines who are seeking military has been called
out. We have soldiers who
the release of militants
are riding on patrol boats,
jailed in the World Trade
working with the Philippine
Center bombing case
navy."
claimed responsibility
The attack began when
Tuesday for the Malaysian
kidnapping, but later
six masked gunmen, carrying AK-47sand a rocket
retreated from the claim.
launcher and speaking a
"I'm not saying that we
Philippine language.
are the ones," said Abu
grabbed tourists and workSayyaf rebel spokesman
ers and confiscated their
Abu Ahmad. "I'm also not
cash and jewelry, officials
saying we are not the ones.
Let's give the government a said.
A local marine photograpuzzle."
pher said one o the.,attad~n...A.me(ican 1.1ple
ers identified himself as a
escaped the Sunday
evening attack in Malaysij:\ police officer and tqld him
to give up his watch and
by refusing to swim out to
the kidnappers· boats and
cellular phone .
"At first I thought he was
then hiding overnight in
joking ... but when I refused
nearby bushes.
to obey his orders, he held
Malaysian Defense
a gun to my head," Danny
Minister Najib Tun Razak
Chin, 48. was quoted as
said Monday that an airand-sea search team had
saying by the national news
agency Bemama.
determined where the
Chin said he hid in the
hostages - half of whom
woods while the kidnap were foreign tourists pers ransacked the resort.
were being held, following
The attackers then
their abduction on the lush
forced their hostages to
Sipadan Island in eastern
Malaysia. Najib did not give swim a distance to two fishing boats. which then sped
details.
away and appeared to be
But Sabah state chief of
police Mamat Talib didn't
heading into Philippine
waters, officials said.
believe authorities knew
Eyewitnesses said two of
their exact whereabouts .
"From my intelligence, it is
the captives - James and
Mary Murphy. both 51. of
within our neighboring
waters. but we can't exactly Rochester. N.Y.- managed
figure out where," he said.
to escape after James
Murphy told the assailants
Five people have been
his wife didn't know how to
arrested and were being
swim. When the
interrogated in connection
with the abduction, Mamat
Page16
said Tuesday, without elab- Jumpto HOSTAGE,
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> Foreign
soldierasksforpresidential
pardon
CARCELLA ESPERANZA,El Salvador (AP)- One of two former soldiers imprisoned for the rape and murder of four U.S.
religious workers said Tuesday that he has asked for a presidential pardon.
Francisco Contreras also reiterated the soldiers' previous
defense that they were only acting on orders. and he asked the
victims· families for forgiveness.
"It wasn't the group's decision, it was an order . We opposed
the crime ," Contreras said in an interview with The Associated
Press. He said he did not know exactly where the order came
from, however.
Contreras is one of five ex-national guardsmen sentenced in
1984 to 30 years in prison for the rape and murder of U.S. nuns
Ita Ford. Maura Clarke , and Dorothy Kazel, and social worker
Jean Donovan in December 1980.
Three of the soldiers were freed in 1998 under a law that
shortened most prison sentences in the country to relieve
prison crowding. Contreras and a fifth soldier. Carlos Palacios,
asked congress on March 2 for a similar amnesty . but prosecutors say they are ineligible for early release because they allegedly participated in jail uprisings.
In a plea for compassion. San Salvador Archbishop Fernando
Saenz asked the government Sunday to pardon Contreras and
Palacios.
Contreras said he sent a letter six months ago to President
Francisco Flores asking for a pardon, but that he hasn't received
any response .
Of the victims· families. he said this : "I'd like to ask them
their pardon and I want them to know, that it wasn't our fault."
The families of the victims said they believe the women were
targeted because officials suspected they sympathized with leftist
guerrillas during the war.
A 1993 United Nations Truth Commission report concluded
that one of the guardsmen. Subsergeant Luis Antonio Colindres
Aleman, "obeyed the orders from his superiors to execute" the
women.

> Doctor
whocarvedintitials
getsprobation
NEW YORK (AP)- An obstetrician who claimed that a brain
disorder caused him to carve his initials into a woman·s
abdomen has agreed to stop practicing medicine in exchange for
probation .
Dr. Alan Zarkin, 61, pleaded guilty Tuesday to assault. He will
get five years on probation at sentencing May 30. The assault
charge carries up to 25 years in prison.
Zarkin carved his initials on Liana Gedz·s abdomen with a
scalpe1 after he delivered her babf by Caesarean section 1n
September.
Defense attorney Barry Fallick said brain scans showqd
Zarkin suffered a frontal lobe disorder that caused h1m to act
irrationally.
In February. Zarkin settled the patient's lawsuit for $1.75 million.
Prosecutor Martha B.ashford said Gedz agreed to the probation .

>WheatonCollege
looking
fora nicermascot
WHEATON. Ill. (AP) - Wheaton College wants to trade in its
Crusaders for a kinder, gentler mascot.
School president Duane Litfin recently decided to dump the
Crusaders name. He says a mascot associated with the 11th century campaign by Christians to reclaim the Holy Land from the
Muslims doesn't promote a good image of the private, interdenominational Christian school.
"As a Christian institution we are doing what we think Js best
as a matter of principle," Litfin said.
Litfin said his decision was prompted in part by an article in
the school newspaper two years ago that raised questions about
the morality of using a Crusader mascot. which was created in
1927.
For two years he studied the Crusades. "I came to realize that
those were not very happy episodes in Christianity, " he said.
Litfin announced his decision in an open letter to the school
newspaper .
Officials are taking suggestions and will announce the new
mascot in September.
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Rolling in the dough

NewseR1EFs

Filling out
Censusforms
could briny big
bucks to Logan

> Cityrefiles
charges
against
speed
trapwarner

lARAGALE
Staff Writer
Utah State University students
might be worth nearly $1 million
to the City of Logan.
If the USU student population
tops off Logan's population at
50,000 or more, the city can
expect around $900,000 from a
Federal Community Development
Block Grant as well as other government funding for police, fire
departments and building roads.
"Imagine almost anything the
government does, and this will
help get the grant," City of Logan
Mayor Doug Thompson said.
More in the interest of students, a larger population count
also means attracting popular
retail chains like Old Navy, Gap
and Target to the city.
"It's very important to us," said
Marilyn McCullough, assistant
manager of field operations for
the Northern Utah Census. "In
1990 they were undercounted
quite a bit. and it makes a big difference. We don't want that to
happen again."
To make sure every student is
counted this year, McCullough
said college campuses have been
designated ·special places."
"That's a term that we use for
non-traditional housing," she said.
·rt requires the most responses in
the least amount of time."
Census workers have made an
extra effort on campus this year,
offering tokens for free Aggie ice
cream as an incentive to turn in
Census forms earlier this month,
and sending a team of enumerators out early for information on
households that failed to turn
them in.

USU students and localcommunity mmzbershit the pavementsin searchof peoplewho haven't sent in their Census 2000form.

The office keeps a roster of
people who have turned in the
census - everyone else can expect
a visit. A group of 18 Census
employees, made up of community members and students from
USU, began last Monday to visit
student residences that didn't turn
in forms. They're currently working through Aggie Village and the
trailer park, and will move
Saturday to off-campus housing in
the area. McCullough said the
campus residence halls have been
almost completely accounted for.
When all the information
comes in, the count will be compared against a student count
given to the Census by USU officials. The Census can't use the
school's numbers, but will use the
information to check accuracy.
"We're pleased with the colleges," Richard Griego, office manager for the Northern Utah
Census office, said, referring to

both USU and Weber State
College. ·1 wouldn't say we'll get
100 percent, but it's better than it
was in 1990."
Enumerators started contacting
students early because of the special places consideration, but to
get an exact figure for Logan's
population is going to require a
door-to-door count throughout
the entire city.
"It's not just students,"
Thompson said. "Alot of people
feel like they don't want to fill out
the Census."
Griego said the effort will be
extensive, but that's why Cache
Valley citizens are joining more
than half a million temporary
workers nationwide to knock on
doors and make telephone calls to
people who haven't been counted.
The group of enumerators for
the southern end of Cache Valley,
including some USU students,
attended the first in a series of

five training sessions Monday
night, learning some of the basics
of interviewing and filling out
forms for the Census. They'll finish training this week and can be
expected at the doors of households that didn't turn in their
Census form beginning Saturday
or Monday.
"It's going to be fairly extensivc," L. riego said.
The enumerators will work
un ii July, according to a Bureau of
the Census press release, returnirg to homes with no answer up
to three times before resorting to
information from neighbors or
relatives.
Not counting students, censuses
of Logan's population have varied
around 42,000, Thompson said. ls
he sure the student population is
large enough to bump Logan into
the 50,000 club?
"We're not sure, but we hope,"
he said.

Jail overcrowded, inm~te.~ shipped t? Box Elder
81LLIEftrAo

Staff Writer

Accordingto a statement from
Sheriff Lynn Nelson, the Cache
County Jail has run out of room for
inmates.
·our inmate housing situation is
at a crisis level,"he said.
An April 19 press release from
the Sheriff's Office said the number
of inmates in the Cache County Jail
is continuing to rise and there is
nowhere to house them. C:ache
County has been using the jail in
Box Elder County, but that jail has
1

PAGE

also run out of room. Now, the
effort to house inmates has been
expanded to the jail in Davis
County.
Lieutenant Von Williams said it
costs between $35 and $45 to house
inmates in other jails. The Cache
County jail currently has relocated
23 inmates because additional beds
are not available. Accordingto the
release, Cache County has a limited
amount of funds allotted to the
transport of inmates, and if the
number of inmates remains steady
throughout the year, the money will
run out in October.

WiUfams
said he believes the
money will run out before October
since the number of inmates keeps
growing.
·rfully expect we probably don't
have enough money budgeted for
the use of other facilities,"Williams
said.
The situation looks bleak,
Williams said. There is a potential to
move some inmates to the facility
that is being built in Weber County,
but the building will not be finished
until May or June and the problem
requires immediate attention, he
said. He said there is also the possi-

bility o( moving the inmates to
other areas, but other jails are too
far away and would require too
much traveling.
He said it is likely Cache County
will be granted more money from
the City Council. but this money
has already been set aside for other
projects.
In fact, part of this money is
eventually going to be used to build
another jail in Logan, he said. If
these funds need to be used for
inmates in other areas, there will
never be enough money to build a
larger jail in this area, he said.

Survey shows renters unfamiliar with rights, procedures
Kneeland said the reason they
decided to do this was because
most students rent and they
thought it would be of major concern to the campus community.
"We were all frustrated with living conditions," Kneeland said.
The project
began in January

JESSICA
WARREN
Staff Writer

As a renter, knowing one's rights
could come in handy, but many
students are unaware of these
rights, according to a small sample
done by the
Department of
Sociology,Social
RIGHTS
:~~~~efn ~;;ned
Work and
Anthropology.
Taggart Student
The Macro
Srn>sREQUIREDBEFORE Center to distribSocial Work class
ute the survey.
CANBEEVICTED: They also went to
is required to do a TENANTS
group project on a
some classes, she
1. Notification
subject that affects
said.
2. Summonsand complaint
the community.
·we thought a
Jill Kneeland,
survey would be a
3. Courtjudgement
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ate on time.
"There's not enough classes for
the amount of students," he said.
He said he is also concerned
about the size of classes.
"It's very important to get one
on one attention with your professors. and we don't get that because
we only have two," Paulus said.
Paulus said because design is so
big in the United States right now,
the department is only going to get

bigger.
He said he feels it's a good program, but in order to improve it,
it's going to take people working
together.
"We're at a point right now
where something major has to
happen." Hashimoto said.
Hashimoto has been here since
1988 when there were 19 people in
the major and the number of staff
members is still the same.
Hashimoto said it's putting stress
on the whole art department as
well.
Winward said people are beg-

answer is up to $400 and was
missed by 101 people.
"How many hours does a landlord have to fix a broken door lock
or a smoke detector?" The answer
is 24, missed by 67 people.
Utah Legal Services, 801-3288891. in Salt Lake City can be consulted with questions about renters'
rights and will also be willing to
represent tenants if they have a
recordof major violations of health
and safety codes.
On the Web site for renters'
rights, www.union.utah.edu/ rentbook.htm, it emphasizes that ·you
have the right to remain in the
place you rent until you are legally
evicted by a court order.
"Landlords do not have the right
to lock you out or take your property. Only a sheriff or constable following a court order can evict you,"
according to the site.
The eviction process requires a
notice, which can be for reasons
such as non-payment , being a nuisance and failure to leave at the
end of a lease to name a few.
Once received in a valid manner, the tenant must reply in the

specified time period.
The second step is the summons
and complaint. These are court
papers, which if replied to by the
specified time give the tenant the
right to a trial.
Then there is the court judgment. If the judgment is in favor of
the landlord, then ~here is an order
of restitution.
Students can request a hearing if
they dispute the terms, but if they
don't leave within the specified
time, the sheriff can move the student if requested by the landlord.
Any property not moved will be
taken by the landlord leaving the
tenant 30 days to recover property
before it is sold to recover moving
and damage costs. Any leftover
money can be returned to the tenant if they know where to find
them.
Proper procedures, said
Kneeland, are important for
renters to know so they can be sure
to be treated fairly and legally.
Kneeland and the rest of her
group was surprised that many students didn't know their rights as
renters.

ging for designers; they have positions to fill and not enough people
to fill them.
"I think the institution isn't
keeping up with new trends,"
Hashimoto said.
In their memorandum they proposed four ways for improving the
program :
First. reducing the ratio of students to faculty; second, adding
faculty; third, dedicating capital
equipment funds, which is adding
new technology in order to stay
competitive and fourth, recruiting
more, and higher quality, graduate

students .
Currently USU cannot offer
tuition waivers to graduate students who teach, whereas the
University of Utah can, Hashimoto
said. This makes it hard for USU to
compete.
"It all goes back to the personal
attention," Paulus said. With the
strain on the faculty's time, office
hours are reduced, as is availability
and the ability to give personal
attention and feedback on student
projects is reduced.
"It's just not where it should be,"
Paulus said.

OGDEN (AP)- City officialsare asking a judge to reverse the dismissal of
charges against a lawyer who tried to
warn motorists of a speed trap.
In February, 2nd District Judge
Michael Glasmann threw out charges of
obstruction of justice, disorderly conduct and resisting arrest against Alan
Dayton.
Dayton was charged after scuffling
with Ogden police Aug. 28 after he
refused their command to put down a
warning sign he was holding up at a
speed trap.
Glasmann cited free speech guarantees and the fact prosecutors did not
prove motorists were driving faster than
the speed limit when they saw Dayton's
warning.
The disorderly conduct charge
stemmed from Dayton's refusing police
orders to stop committing an obstruction of justice, the judge said.
But because there was no obstruction of justice, there was no disorderly
conduct and in turn, no resisting arrest.
Glasmann ruled.

> Schools
should
beopen
during
Olympics,
group
says
SALTLAKECITY (AP) - A group
of advocates for the poor contends
Salt Lake City public schools should
remain in session during the 2002
Olympic Winter Games.
They, along with Mayor Rocky
Anderson, contend most parents cannot afford day care or to take time
off during the nine days school
would be out.
The Humanitarian Services
Committee is urging the school
board to keep schools open.
The committee, a division of the
Salt Lake Organizing Committee,
represents nonprofit agencies that
serve low-income and homeless
Utahns.
SLOC has offered no opinion on
what school districts should do.
"We're having a lot of trouble
understanding why they're even considering this, closing the schools,"
said Linda Hilton, chair of the
Humanitarian Services Committee. l"We are very concerned (that) a lot
of parents, not because they choose
to but because they're forced to, are
going to be leaving kids by themselves."
Anderson agreed and said Monday
that the school board shouldn 't let
the Olympics dictate the school year.
"It's really overdoing it to say,
'Because we got the Olympics we're
going to throw everybody's lives into
unnecessary chaos,"' Anderson said.
A break during the Olympics
"would be very disruptive to the educational process itself and it would
make things extremely difficult for
working parents," he said.
The Salt Lake City District is one
of the last districts along the
Wasatch Front to decide what to do
during the Olympics.

> freeinformation
about
disability
resources
available
LOGAN - The Utah Assistive
Technology Program, located at the
Center for Persons with Disabilities,
Utah State University, has just produced a series of resource sheets for
parents and teachers of students
with disabilities. The Utah Assistive
Technology Program is a federally
funded program designed to provide
families, individuals with disabilities
and service providers with information, support. training and assistance
in acquiring assistive technology
devices.
The goal of these resource sheets
is to help teachers and parents learn
what assistive technology is available,
where to locate devices and information, and how to accommodate students with different disabilities.
There are fact sheets on disability
resources within Utah; transition,
planning. selecting and obtaining
assistive technology; toys: students
and assistive technology; internet
sites; and helping students with visual, learning, mobility and hearing
impairments.
Rod Price, the UATPOutreach
Specialist, is distributing these fact
sheets to schools across the state.
He is knowledgeable about technology and can serve as a resource to
special education teachers, parents,
consumers, and providers.
For more information, contact Rod
by phone at 435-797-7185, or by
email at rod@cpd2.usu.edu.
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Uncovering
the graduation
gowns and dress
President,
joked about
·going in the buff,"
but said he willactualA gown is an Interesting thing. Cinderella
w91eone to the ball, patients wear them in the ly wear a suit, or at least a
shirt and tie.
hospital and on Saturday.May 6, graduates of
David Duke, ASUSUScience
Utah State Universitywill wear them to comSenator, also plans to wear the
mencement ceremonies.
·traditional and mundane shirt
When did this gown-wearingbegin? For
and tie."
graduates, the tradition began in the Middle
Organizations and Traditions Vice
Ages.
•
President Jodi Lee said she plans to wear
Accordingto the News and Information
·a dress or dress pant suit ... nothing exciting."
Servicesat the Universityof Michigan,when
Marni Goodridge. senator for the Collegeof
KingEdward III granted a charter to Oxford
Universityin 1214,most of the professors there Natural Resources,said she will probably wear
shorts under her gown. She said shorts would
were clerics.Their long, priestly robes soon
certainly be more comfortable than a dress,
became the officialacademic attire.
and no one would know the difference
The. tradition of wearing academic robes
between shorts and a dress.
continued and came with colonizersto
Maureen Wagner,academic servicesadvisor
America.In 1895, an Intercollegiate
in
the
Collegeof Natural Resourcessaid few
Commission drafted a code to regulate the
design of academic costumes.Collegesand uni- Natural Resourcegraduates get really dressed
up, but none of them wear anything outraversities throughout the United States still folgeous either. She said the most radical outfit
low the code's guidelines todi3y.
she has seen at graduation was cut-offsand
The American Council on Education has
revised the costume code somewhat since 1895. sandals.
Philip Swenson,head of the department of
The revised code is included on the Council's
BusinessAdministration, said BusinessgraduWeb site at www.acenet.edu.Accordingto the
site, gowns for recipients of a bachelor's degree ates rarely wear anything crazy either. He said
he often sees jeans, shorts or tennis shoes, but
have pointed sleeves,are untrimmed and are
has never seen anything especiallyunusual.
to be worn closed. Masters' gowns are also
·1 haven't seen anything strange." said
untrimmed but have oblong sleevesand are
Tammy Spackman from the College of
designed to be worn either open or closed.
Agriculture,·unless you call cowboyboots
Doctoral gowns have bell-shaped sleeves.
strange."
These gowns are decorated with velvet panels
Spackman said Agriculturegraduates often
and crossbars,and are often trimmed with colwear Wranglers and boots, but that is nothing
orful embroidery.
The code dictates specificcolors for different unusual for them. She said graduates often
joke about wearing nothing under their gowns,
areas of study such as russet for forestry and
but they never followthrough with it.
lilac for dentistry.
USU students past and present are fairly
The code says shoes and other visibleclothconservativeabout what they wear under their
ing should be ·of dark colors that harmonize
graduation gowns.What they carry under their
with the academic costume."
gowns might be another story. One ASUSU
The graduation office for the Collegeof
officer reported hearing a rumor that water
Humanities, Arts and SocialSciencesat USU
guns and sillystring might be smuggled undersuggestsstudents wear dressy clothes under
neath the gowns at his college's graduation certheir gowns.Staff Assistant Nicole Cragun said
emony.
she advises male students to wear suits and
·1 just hope my water gun doesn't leak all
female students to wear dresses.
over my suit!"he said.
Sam Winward, ASUSUAthleticsVice
CORINNE KATOR

SeniorFeaturesWriter

Helping children get a good start
DouGSMEATH

Assistant FeautresEditor

Jamie Clarke,valedictorian
in the Utah State University

Collegeof FamilyLife,said her
successin schoolis not due to
any specialwork on her part
·it has just been a gift: she
said
She said academicshave
alwaysbeen easyfor her,
though she has experienced
the hard workand stressmost
collegestudents go through.
·1studied.I've put in my
fair share of time reading textbooks."
she said.
But the familyand human

developmentmajor said,in
the end, she had no specific
strategyfor studyingand
doing well.
Clarke,who is originally
from Paris,Idaho, said she has
no minor. but she majored
with an emphasisin child
development
She said USU.which is the
only universityshe attended
during her collegecareer,
seemed like the schoolshe
was meant to attend
·1just like the feel of it,"she
said.•It felt like me, a place
where I belong:
Clarkeis currentlylivingin
Provo,Utah, though she is still

technicallya student at USU.
She said she finishedher
classroomcreditslast semester
and is now finishingan
internship.
Clarkesaid she interns at
Kidson the Move,an early
head-start program in Orem.
Utah. She said she organizes
socialactivitiesfor lowerincome parents with toddlers
and infants.
She said Kidson the Move
teaches these parents parenting skills.
·rve alwayslovedchildren,
and I think it's important all
childrenget the beststart possible."Clarkesaid.

·.A~VP" 1 'mr
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We would like to congratulatethe stljdents who have
beenchosenas valedictoriansthis year. Thefollowingarticlesgive a lookat each.However,SheilaMarieManning from the
Collegeof Agriculture was unableto be reachedfor comment.

Balance
between
life,learning
was to live a balanced life.
"Abalance between learning a livingwas always impor·1 would like to think that I tant,· he said.
He achieved this balance
am not the typical valedictorian:
by spending a lot of time in
This is what Reese McNeel the mountains surrounding
said about his selection as this usu.
"During the winter months
year's Utah State University
Collegeof Businessvaledicto- I spend three to four days a
week on the ski hill,"McNeel
rian.
McNeel,who officially
siad. "Andduring the spring
graduated in December, said
and fall I enjoyed taking small
trips and hiking."
he didn't strive to get good
grades. He only strove to
McNeel was co-president
learn the material his profes- of the USU ski team two
sors taught The grades were
years in a row.He said some
of his favorite memories from
simply a byproduct of the
USUwere made on trips with
learning process.
"The fact that I became
the ski team. These trips gave
him an opportunity to race
valedictorian was actually a
against skiers from other
big surprise for me." McNeel
said. ·1 never expected it. and
schools and to "hang out with
lots of fun people:
I am honored to receive the
Many other fond memoaward:
ries were made as vice presiMcNeel.who graduated
with a 4.0 GPA,said his phident of USU'sGerman dub,
he said. German was just one
losophy while going to USU
CORINNE KATOR

Semor FeaturesWriter

of McNeel'sareas of study.
"My majors at USUwere
Finance, Economicsand
German, with a minor in
International Business,"
McNeel said.
He is currently using what
he learned in each of these
areas of study in his internship at Pricewaterhouse
Coopers in Frankfurt,
Germany. When he completes the internship in July,
McNeel said he plans to find
a job in corporate finance in
Europe or on the East Coast
Then he plans to return to
school to earn a master's
degree.
In the meantime, the 23year-old from Idaho Falls
plans to continue his hobbies
of ski racing, hiking, traveling
and brewing beer. He said he
is enjoying the opportunity to
apply the knowledgehe
gained at USU and to continue learning more every day.

Loving
the subjecthelpsstudentexcel
put in the effort.I lovescience
and engineeringwas a good
outlet,"Damstedt said. "It'sbeen
"MaybeI would play a little
hard. but not painful:
Besidesschool,Damstedt
more volleyball."
said Benjamin
G. Damstedt,the valedictorian found the time to serve as presfor the Collegeof Engineering. ident of Tau Beta Pi,the engiOther than that. he said he
neering honor's society.
has no regretsabout his time at
He has also been on the
Utah State University,except
Church of JesusChrist of
maybe not becominga True
Latter-daySaints'Student
Aggie.
AssociationCommitteefor the
last two years,servingas the
The senior from Smithfield
InternationalCommittee Vice
is graduatingwith a bachelor's
degree in environmentalengiPresidentthis year.
neering with a 4.0 GPAbecause
"Getout and serve.No mathe's "spenta very significant
ter how busyyou are, give
portion of my life doing home- somethingback to the universiwork."
ty."he said.
Damstedtsaid he couldn't
"I'vebeen successfulbecause
I love the subjectsI'm studying,· name just one engineeringprofessorthat was his favorite.
Damstedtsaid.
Almostall the teachers taught
He started as an art major
but said that was a lot more dif- him a lot and with ·reasonably
ficultfor him than engineering. small classes,learning was on a
"Ifyou enjoysomething,you personal level:
KATHRYN SUMMERS

Staff Writer

He plans to go to Yalein the
falland study law,probably__
focusingon environmentallaw,
he said.
Damstedt said he wants to
help bridge the gap between
engineeringtechnologyand the
socialand politicalrealm.
Damstedt didn't start college
hoping to be valedictorian.He
said he was "cruisingalong,
workinghard" when one of his
friendsasked him if he was
goingto try to keep his 4.0 GPA
·1twasn't the goal I started
out with, but it workedout that
way,"he said.
It took a lot of effort during
all four years,but there was
more stresstoward the end of
his time at USU,if not more
work,he said.
·1 feel like I'vebeen able to
learn a lot from USU.I'm satisfied with what I'vedone here."
Damstedt said.
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Activities,
scholarship
makelifefull
lar activities,she began the
USUTae KwonDo Club six
years ago, the release said. She
Collegeof Humanities,Arts also takes Aikidoclassesat the
Whittier Center when she has
and SocialSciences
time.
ValedictorianKathryn
Accordingto the release,
Williamssaid she's just like
Williams
is currently workingevery other student.
·1 study a few hours before for the Get-AwaySpecial
the test. I do the assignments." Physicsprogram.The program
workswith NASAto prepare
she said. Tm just like everyscienceexperiments that are
one else."
Even still,she is graduating taken into space.
Williamshas been the
as the college'svaledictorian.
recipient of severalscholarShe currently holds a gradepoint averageof 3.993. accord- ships at USU.Among these
are the UniversityClub
ing to a biographicalrelease
Scholarship,the National
from the Collegeof HASS.
Merit Scholarshipand a scholShe said she can't think of
arship from the Societyof
anything specificabout her
time at Utah State University Women Engineers,according
to the release.
that has stood out as special.
At USU, Williamsworked
·1 kind of go through life in
as a lab instructor and grader
a haze; she said. Tm kind of
for the Computer Science
a boring person.·
department, accordingto the
However,Williamshas
been a part of many dubs and release.She was also a memorganizationsat USU,accord- ber of the Golden Key
National Honor Societyand is
ing to the HASSrelease.
Among these extra-curricu- on the ~ational Dean's List.
DouGSMEATH

Assistant FeaturesEditor

Visit the
manufacturing
showroomat
Marcelleswhere
you can create
a beautifulpiece
of jewelryas
uniQueas
yourlove.

.

Parentsinspiredloveof science
grades,likesomepeoplehave
addictionsto alcohol.We
want to do so well.·
Vonniederhausernsaysshe
TashaVonniederhausernis
also enjoysplayingultimate
the valedictorianfor the
Frisbee,two-handfootball,
Collegeof Science.
ridinghorses,hikingand
Vonniederhausernis one
of 12 childrenin her family
reading.
"When I read,I liketo sit
She grewup around Cape
overa heat-ventwith a blanCanaveralFla.,whereher
father workedfor the military. ket and drink hot cocoa,"she
"Mylovefor sciencecomes said.·1 drink a lot of hot
from both myparents; she
cocoa."
She also worksin the
said. "Mymom taught me to
BiomedicalLabwherethey
read when I wasthree.My
dad did a lot of math and my test human blood.
Vonniederhausernis curmom did reading.Theygave
us a lovefor schooland learn- rentlyengagedto KyleMerrill,
and is planningthe wedding
ing."
for May9.
Vonniederhausernhas
Afterthat, they both plan
spent four yearsattending
to attend graduateschoolat
Utah StateUniversityShe is
PurdueUniversity.
majoringin biologywitha
·1 am planningon having
minor in chemistry. She
neverplannedon becominga kids,but probablynot as
many as my parents,"she said.
valedictorian.
"It wouldbe hard to go to
·1just try to do my best,"
grad schooland bepregnant
she said. "Mysistersayswe
at the same time."
have an addictionto good

Allengagement

NATALIE
lARsON

rings$ I5000
forthegold.

Staff Writer

45 NorthM;iiil,Logan• 753-4892

10a.m.-6p.m. Monday-Friday
• 10a.m.-4p.m.Satur~

People
makethe difference
at USU
HOLLY HANSON

Staff Writer

What are the typicalstandardsof a valedictorian?Somesay it
is four yearsof livingat the library and buryingyour nose in the
books.
"Idon't liveup to the typicalstandardsof a valedictorian,"
KimberlyKlein,valedictorianfor the Collegeof Natural Resources
said.
•
·1do spend a lot of time at the library. There'sa wholelot
more to successthan havinggoodgrades.Youdon't learn too
many socialskillsat the library,"she said.
·1had a great time doingschoolactivitiesand hangingout with
everyoneon the patio. It's good to meet many people. I work at
Cafe Ibis,the coffeeshop, and get to meet many interestingpeople and share ideas,"Kleinsaid.
The Engineeringdepartment and the Collegeof Natural
Resourceshave an ongoingrivalry.They have a mascotthat gets
passedback and forth, as wellas other practicaljokesshe said.
"It'sbeen fun to be involvedwith the rivalrywith the engineers,"Kleinsaid.
When askedwhat adviceshe has to leavebehind, Kleinsaid,
"It'sthe peoplearound you and what you do that shape you, not
what you learn in the library.Schoolis not life."
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Congratulations
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New ASUSU President Ben Riley has alreadymoved into his officeon the thirdfloor of the TSC. He has
started to makehimselfat homeas he looks to the experiencesthe next schoolyear will bring.

New president full of ambition
AMY LEWIS

Staff Writer

He claims to be just like
any other student. He recently
moved into the spacious office
on the Taggart Student Center
third floor, so recently in fact.
that he doesn't even have a
key yet. He makes visitors sit
in "the chair" while he sits
without the protection of a
desk. He looks people in the
eye. He is confident. well
dressed, and friendly. And he
claims he will answer any
question put to him. Well,
almost any.
He is the new student
body president.
He didn't take office by
virtue of a vote. No one ran
against him. He won by
default, so whether students
wanted him or not, they got
him.
But he claims to be ambitious. He says he has plans to
better the school and is not
afraid to get to work.
Ben Riley is the new
Associated Students of Utah
State University president and
he keeps saying he wants to
be just like any other student.
·1 hope to be a people's

LOGAN-SMITHFIEbD-H¥RUM

563-6400
l

IVISA

TOLL FREE 1-800-658-8526

EXPERIENCE
THAT RIVALS
HUMPING A
SOFT FEATHER
PILLOW.''
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Former ASUSU President Ryan Dent, left, shows Ben Riley the
ropesof running Utah State's student association.
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in The Statesmanonce or
twice a week so students know
what is going on and which
legislator is over what issues.
This way students will know
which legislator to go to with
concerns or opinions, he said,
and this will help to keep legislators accountable to the studentbody.
Riley said he would also
like to see a return of the voting accountability reports in
The Statesman.That way
everyone will know how each
legislator voted, he said, and
the students can ask each representative why they voted yes
or no. The reports will make
legislators accountable and
will encourage them to cast an
educated vote. he said.
"I'd also like to do more
promotional work to openly
serve students." Riley said. "I'd
like to see us down serving ice
cream to the students in
return for student feedback.
It's a win-win situation."
Riley,who served a mission
for the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints iri Seoul.
Korea, is nn sqangdtt>-serving the students of lJSU: He
served for two years on the
Ombudsman Committee,
under the Student Advocate,
which deals directly with student complaints and then
works on fixing the problems,
he said.
"Students don't realize how
influential they can be." Riley
said. "The committee has
done small things like putting
" phones in the Sci-Techlibrary
E or bigger things, like the push
for a student-operated radio
v,
station."
~
After working on the committee for two years, Riley said
he decided to run for office.
He said he wanted to run for
.:l student advocate or president
and chose president after

type president," said Riley."I
feel that I can really understand people, I'm so much like
everybody else.
·1 want to be there for the
students." Riley said, repeating
that his No. 1 goal is to
improve the communication
between ASUSU and the students.
The purpose of ASUSU is
to serve the students it represents, he said, and so he wants
to open communications to
help determine what the students want. All students
should feel welcome to come
talk to their representatives,
he said.
"The last thing I want to
happen," said the Utah native,
"is for students to believe that
this is a big clique up here. We
can't lose track of the stu·
dents' wishes. We're here to
serve them."
After all, he claims to be
just like any other student.
Riley,a junior at USU, said
he has a few ideas on how to
improve communication with
the students. The No. 1 tool of
ASUSUis The Statesman: he
said, and he is going to use it L
to keep the students educated
on issues. He said he would
like to see news from ASUSU
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Student find lessons in life and experiences ~J~
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Theaters
..
Valedictorian shares insights and wisdom gained from activities at USU
:<~nit:::~.
BRYCECAssELMAN

The future holds a mission
for the Church of Jesus Christ·of
Latter-day Saints in Rochester,
N.Y.and then graduate school,
Hard work. intelligence and
Ballingham said .
the ability to read professors is
She said her plans include
the formula that TeeMarie
studying to become an audioloBallingham credits for her suc,ess in being
gist so she can
work with infants
named the valedictprian of the
and children in
'The lessonswe
hospitals.
College of
learnoutsideof the
Ballingham
Education
said she may go
Originally an
classroom
are
the
engineering major,
on to a get a docBallingham said
onesthataremost toral degree, but
"it all kind of
the main thing
im-portant
inour depends on
that drew her to
where life takes
the
lives.'
me:
Communicative
Ballingham
Disorders and
chose USU
Deaf Education
• TEEMARIE
lw.iJNGHMf •
because it was
department was
f.DucATION
close to her fami~e ability to work
VALEDICIORIAN
ly, she said, but
with people on a
far enough away
personal level.
to be indepenToe best thing
dent and become the person she
is the personal contact with the
wanted to be.
people," Ballingham said. "To be
Toe lessons we learn outside
;ible to work for people and see
them succeed gives me a feeling of the classroom are the ones
that are most important in our
of triumph and of joy."
When not doing schoolwork, lives,"Ballingham said about
Ballingham said she enjoys play- college.
Tuey deal with character and
µig volleyballand racquetball
help us to establish who we are
~nd also enjoys hiking, camping
and determine the people we
and fishing in the outdoors.

Staff Writer

become," she said.
Ballingham is currently
involved with Mortarboard, the
Senior Honors Society, for
which she served as a Vice
President and was involved with
the planning of Guitars
Unplugged and Top "Prof"
Night
In the past. Ballingham has
served in the Latter-day Saints
Student Associationand in the
National Student Speech

they pay for, until the money
we pay comes back there is no
ContinuedfromPage6
incentive to raise tuition,"
Riley said. "Utah needs to
increase taxes allocated to
sitting down and talking with
higher education. Our state is
past president Shelley
eighth from the bottom in
Anderson. It's hard to run for
relation of how many taxes
office and go through the
are spent on higher education.
'roller coaster of emotions. he
said, but she "helped me talk
It's an election year. Let's get it
on Gov. Leavitt's agenda:
myself into it:
The work he will put in
Once the decision was
next year to try tackling these
made, he said he started right
issues, he said, will be his fullaway organizing his campaign.
He was all ready to go, he
time job . He won't keep his
said, when he found out that
job as a parking attendant in
the Terrace next year, he said,
he had no opposition.
and he will be quitting most
"I have mixed feelings
of his other extra-curricular
about running unopposed,"
activities.
Riley said. ·r saved money and
"Next year, it's this and
-didn't have to go through the
school," Riley said. "I commitmental stress, but it's also disted myself and I owe it to the
heartening that no one else
office. This is where I'm going
felt it important enough to
to spend my time. No job run. Students should have a
just this."
right to choose. Now I have a
And so Riley may not have
,greater responsibility to the
had to campaign for office,
students, because even if they
but he said he has a great readidn't want me they're stuck
son for being there.
with me, so I have to do the
"At the risk of sounding
best I can for them."
cheesy or geeky, I really do
Now that he's in office, he
said he has many plans for fall care about Utah State," he
said. ·1 really, really, really
semester. Besides his plans to
hope students feel welcome to
help communication, he said
come talk to me at any point."
he is helping to set up a stuHe willprobably have them
dent involvement center so
sit in ·the chair," and he's
students can have a "one-stop
already committed to answershopping center" for any sering any question, well almost
vice they want to be involved
any. And if he won't, maybe
in.
his roommates will.
The needs of persons with
"He's ugly as sin, but he's a
disabilities must be looked
into, he said, and there will be heck of a good cook," said
roommate Nate Crane.
an effort to try to make the
"But on a more serious
older buildings on campus
note," said his other roommore accessible. He said he
has plans to push the state for mate Curtis Koch, "he is committed to the student body.
more technology funds. He
He has his heart in the right
also said he wants to increase
place and will do his best for
state monies at the school
the students. His only flaw is
and keep the money students
that he doesn't do the dishes."
pay in tuition here at the
Maybe he is just like any
school.
other student.
·students should get what

f>REstDENf

Language and Hearing
Association.
She is a member of the
Golden Key National Honors
Society and has been involved
with the National Stuttering
Project. a support group for people who stutter or are dose to
people who stutter.
The professors· help in the
department have been a key to
her success and been there every
step of the way, Ballingham said.
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If your textbook is not listedon the
website,pleasecheckat Book Buyback
for additionalinformation.Yourbook
may stillhavemonetary value.

The value of your used textbook.
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www.bookstore.usu.edu

Search
and find out the buyback value of your
textbook

(depending on national demand)

"'Textbook must be adopted (ordered) by USU faculty. Full
buyback value will be given until order quantities are met,
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to class requirements .
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2000-2001 ASUSU President Ben Riley has alreadystartedworking.
Riley saidhe reallycareswhat happensto the students of USU.

Lessons

That
Will Last
A Lifetime.

OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Put.that college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful completion of the Officer Training
School, you will become a commissioned Air Force officer with
earned respect and benefits like - great starting pay, medical and
dental care, management and travel
AIM HIGH
opportunities. For more on how to qualify
and get your career soaring with the
~
!
Air Force Officer Training School, call
1-800-423 -USAF. or visit our website at
www.airforce.com
www .airforce .com
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Fridaywillbe your last chanceto pick up a
copyof the Statesmanuntil the fallsemester.
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Team
play
translates
to rings

Season still holds purpose for USU

flNAUNE/ Wade Denniston
Everyone
knows there's
no "I" in
team.
There's no
"I" in Gary
Payton,
either.
However,
there is an 11 111 in win, and that's
what the Utah Jazz have been able
to do over the Seattle Sonics in the
teams' first two games at the Delta
Center in the first round of the NBA
Playoffs.
Why?
There are probably many reasons, but we're just going to talk
about one: the team game .
Those who know me (or at least
Iike to pretend they do) know that I
am an avid Seattle fan, especially
of the Glove.
But as good as he is, Payton,
who is without a doubt the best al 1arou nd point guard in the
Association, can't do it all on his
own.
At times this season, as well as
in year's past, No. 20 has seemingly taken the game into his own
hands. Take, for example, the
game on April 18 between Seattle
and Sacramento at Arco Arena.
Each team desperately needed a
win in order to avoid facing the Los
Angeles Lakers in a first-round
playoff matchup, and thanks to the
play of Payton, the Sonics pulled
out a gut-wrenching overtime victory, 119-112.
All the 6-foot-4, 190-pound
P
ti
as pl.tyall 53 minutes
ana record a triple double (33
points, 14 assists and 11 rebounds).
In addition to that, the Oregon
State University alum added three
steals and a block while turning
over the ball just once.
But, the playoffs are a different
story.
Once again Payton played
every minute in the first playoff
game with the Jazz on Saturday,
holding up his end of the bilrgain
with 24 points, 11 rebounds and
six assists, but where were Vin
Baker and Horace Grant?
Vinny B came off the bench to
shoot a dismal 4-for-18 (10 points),
while pulling down nine boards in
33 minutes of action. But Grant
was to worry about his offensive
game _as he was trying to contain
Karl Malone and his SO-point performance.
The Mailman, unlike Payton,
had help from the rest of his mates.
Sure, Shammond Williams stepped
up with a 23 -point night, but most
of that came in the first half.
Both John Stockton and Jeff
Hornacek hit the double -digit mark
in assists with 10 and 11 respectively. Greg Ostertag came off the
bench, blocked five shots and
grabbed 10 rebounds.
And it was the same story in the
second game on Monday, too.
Payton shot 8-for-12 (20 points),
but got absolutely no help from his
two big men as Grant and Baker
combined for 10 points.
- -Malone was atTtagain -;;th-;
10-for-13 night from the field for
23 points, and Stockton dropped in
21, Bryon Russell 19 and Howard
Eisley 15.
Although I hate to admit it, if
Utah can keep up this type of play,
it has a legitimate shot of knocking
off the competition and making the
NBA Finals again. Sure, the Jazz
will more than likely have to get by
the Lakers, but that will definitely
be a tall order to fill. Seattle on the
other hand can only go as far as the
Glove will take it, which won't be
very far if he doesn't get help soon.
Like the Mailman, Horny and
Stockton, Payton deserves a championship (and a ring for that matter), but unfortunately won't get it
until he gets more help, or is forced
to leave Seatown.

WadeDenniston is the senior sports
writer for the Statesman. He's alsoa
ChicagoCubsfan, so his pain might
not easemuch wer the summer
either,consideringhow the Cubs
haveplayedsofar this season.
E-mailhim at waded@pcu.net

USUthird basemanStephanieVasarhely(9) lungesfor the pitch but comes up empty during the Aggie's April 12 doubleheaderagainst the U of Utah. Utah State missed the NCAA
tournamentthis season,compilinga 17-30 record(.361 winning percentage) overallso far this year and a 5-10 record(.333) in conference play. Now they'll play the roleof spoiler.

Aggies enjoyingrole of spoileras they go up against league'sbest
AARONMORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

Although the Aggies have been
officially eliminated from the NCAA
tournament, there is still a lot to play
for.
After Thursday's game against
Colorado State University, the Aggies
will finish out their final nine Big
West Conference games against some
of the top teams in the conference .
"We're playing the role of spoiler,"
head coach Pam McCreesh said. ·we
have a chance to move up. We still
have a shot of being fourth or fifth ."
Utah State University (17-30 overall and 5-10 BWC) need to have a
winning overall record to qualify for
the NCAA tournament, but with
only 10 games remaining, the Aggies

would come up three games short.
However, USU could move up as
they are only 3.5 games behind
fourth-place University of the Pacific.
The Aggies are currently in seventh
place after being picked last in the
BWC coaches· preseason poll.
·we ignore it," McCreesh said.
The road will be an uphill climb
as USU has the confer ence 's second
and third place teams still to contend
with in addition to the University of
California at Santa Barbara (6-6).
"We're going to play our best ball,"
McCreesh said.
But first things first. The Aggies
have to contend with Colorado State
Thursday in one game that starts at
1 p.m. at LaRee and LeGrand
Johnson Field. The Rams had originally scheduled a doubleheader with

USU, but canceled the late game to
rest for games against the University
of Utah and Brigham Young
University.
McCreesh doesn't know what CSU
(15-24) will do, but she knows what
her team needs to do .
USU needs to get their bats going
again - the team recorded a lone
run in the three-game series against
Long Beach State Un iversity. The
good news is the Aggies only allowed
seven runs.
"It's hard to win without hits,"
McCreesh said. "(But) I thought we
played well defensively."
McCreesh doesn 't know who will
s art at pitcher for Thursday's game.
but narrowed the choices down to
either Kristin Hommel (9-13 with an
3.28 ERA) or Xochitl Ramirez (4-6

with an 4.35 ERA).
The Rams will likely counter with
Kyla Kiester (10-12 with an 2.54
ERA).
On Saturday, USU will go up
against California State University at
Fullerton on Johnson Field for a doubleheader Saturday at 1 p.m . and one
game Sunday at 1 p.m.

Remaining
games
4/27 ... vs. ColoradoState 1 p.m.
4/29 ... vs. CSFullerton 1/3 p.m.
4/30 ... vs. CSFullerton 1 p.m.
5/ 7 . . . . at UCSB
5/ 8 . .. . at UCSB

5/12 . . . vs. CSNorthrldge2/ 4 p.Dl
5/13 . . . vs. CSNorthridge 1 p.m.
Reznainins
holDI:,.ma in bold
USU's
Jayme
Gordy(l3)
has beenthe

Gordy named 'Statesman'
female athlete-of-the-year
AARONMORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

As. the Utah State University
women's soccer team has steadily
improved in its four years of existence,
junior forward Jayme Gordy has
become the cog in the team's wheels.
Gordy helped lead her team from a
4-13 record her freshman year to a
program-best 8-9 record in 1999. For
this, Gordy was named this year·s
Female Athlete of the Year by the
Utah Statesman sports staff.
Gordy holds most of the school's
scoring records, including career goals
scored (30) and career points (66). In
1996, USU finished 10th place in the
Big West Conference. Since Gordy
joined the team, the Aggies have
placed eighth. sixth and this year finished fourth.
Freshman Brigid Turner caught up
with Gordy this year, scoring 12 goals ,
one better than Gordy"s 11.

4:30 p.m.
2 p.m .

staple of the
women's
soccerteam
over the
last three
seasons.
The Aggies
havegradually
improved
eachyear.
Her contributions this
yearearned
her the
'Statesman'
femaleathlete-of-theyear.

That's not a major concern for the
Public Relations major from
Cheyenne, Wyo., however. Although it
is a personal goal to try to lead the
team in scoring, the improvement of
the program is mor e important , she
said .
And Gordy has been a leader at
forward position as she has played it
her entire soccer career - a career
that goes back to the age of four.
She said she has enjoyed seeing the
program grow over the years. Her
most memorable game from last season is when the Aggies defeated
California Polytechnic State University
3-2.
"They were No. 1 in the conference," Gordy said . "It was big for our
program. We beat a team we weren't
supposed to beat."
She is confident of the future of
the team. Their goal is to win the Big

Jumpto GORDY,Page9

Men lose, but women defeat Wildcats at home on Monday
SYLVIATURNER

Sports Writer

It was a win-lose situation for the
Utah State Univeristy men·s and
women's track teams as they played
host to Weber State University on
Monday.
The meet was the last outdoor
meet held at Utah State. Both the
men·s and the women's teams
earned high marks in their events.
taking home several first place fin ishes .
Weber State's men's team won
the dual meet 107-89, but the USU
women's team defeated the Wildcats
100-91.
Sandra Reategui and Michala
Bluhm Thomsen placed first and
second in the women 's 100 meter
race . Kristi Connors placed first in
the 400 mete r with a time of 55.54.
Angie Winkler placed first in the
3,000 meter with a time of 10:09.75.
Heather Menlove took second in
the 100 meter hurdles with 14.51

USU'sBruceMcCannelpracticesfor the long jump during warmups at Monday's trackmeet against WeberState University.

and Kristen Hillam took first in th e
400 meter hurdles with 1:03 .27.
In the women 's pole vault, Shae
Bair took first place with a vault of
13 feet. 0 inches and Debra Barker
took second with 11 feet, 6 inches.
Tatyana Hovhannisyan placed

second in the long jump , and placed
first in the triple jump with 40 feet,
1.5 in ches. April Fisher took first
place in the javelin with 147 feet.
In the men ·s 1,500 meter race ,
Marcus Morgan, Brick Bergeson , and
Mitch Zundel took second, third

and fourth places respectively.
Brett Guymon took second with
14.46 and Trevor Betenson took
third with 14.59 in the 110 meter
high hurd les. Mark Calvin placed
first in the pole vault with 17 feet ,
2.75 inches.
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GORDY
ContinuedfromPage8
West. She said that goal isn't
unrealistic. Most of USU's key
players will return and the
Aggies have another strong
freshman class , giving them
added depth.
"That's something we
never had," Gordy said .
In addition, veteran players will have a tighter hold on
the team's system. It takes a
while for players to know
what their individual responsibilities are and to get used
to them , she said.
And many players will get

PAGE 9

more experience this summer.
Gordy is part of a large
Utah State contingent that
will play on Utah 's semi-pro
women's soccer team. the
Spiders . Ashley Cracroft,
Marnie Bartelson , Sara Buie,
Brigid Turner and Heather
Cox will all be on the roster
when the first-year club
starts practicing in the first
week of May. The Spiders'
season will last until August
- when USU fall training
begins .
Gordy is also taking nine
credits during the summer at
USU while playing for the
club .

Heatis on as Miami
edges
DetroitbehindMashburn's
last-second
heroics
MIAMI(AP) - Even with
Grant Hill sidelined by an
injury, the Miami Heat needed Jamal Mashburn's last-second heroics to beat the
Detroit Pistons.
After the Heat blew a sixpoint lead in the final 2:08,
Mashburn made an eight footer with six seconds
remaining, and Miami won
84-82 Tuesday night to take a
2-0 lead in the best-of-five
series.
Game 3 is Saturday in
Detroit.
Detroit's final chance
ended when Jerry Stackhouse
slipped driving to the basket
and lost the ball, which
Miami's Dan Majerle recovered as time expired .
Hill started but played less
than four minutes in the sec ond half because of a bone
bruise in his left foot that has
bothered him since late in

the regular season . He scored
nine points in 21 minutes.
All five Heat starters
scored in double figures to
overcome Tim Hardaway 's
absence and foul trouble that
hampered Mashburn , Alonzo
Mourning and P.J. Brown.
Mashburn had 24 points
and Mourning 22. Rookie
Anthony Carter. again coolly
filling in for Hardaway , had
10 points and 13 assists . a
Heat franchise playoff record.
Hardaway missed his second
game in a row because of a
sore left foot.
Stackhouse led Detroit
with 26 points .
About 125 people demonstrated near the arena before
the game to protest the Elian
Gonzalez case, but despite a
general strike called by
Cuban Americans , there were
few no -shows in the
announced crowd of 16,500.

Why start your day stuck in traffic?

breathing exhaust fumes twice a day?

There's no such thing as rush hour at

For more information,

an EYA wilderness camp. Our youth

mouse at www.eckerd.org.

counselors live and work year-round

park your

Send resume to:

in some of the most beautiful,

Selection Specialist/CN

natural settings in the eastern United

P.O. Box 7450

States. Hike the Appalachian Trail.

Clearwater, FL 33758-7450

Canoe the Suwanee. Sleep under the

or e-mail to: recruiting@eckerd.org

stars. Develop personal relationships.
And help at-risk kids get back
on the right path. Doesn't that

All majors encouraged to apply.

sound a lot better than

Paid training provided.

1-800-222-1473

•

www.eckerd.org
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Let KellyServicesHelp

you findyour way ...
We are looking for great
people to help us tame the
wild world out there!
We have positions available
for various companies in
the LOGAN area.
)
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If you are leavingfor the summerrememberto see us when you returnto school.
If you are stayingfor the summerlet us help you makeall that
extramoneyyou willbe needingthis fall.
KELLYSERVICES-95 W. 100 S. #305 - 752-8816
KELLY@MOORE
BCS - 755-4303
KELLY@ICON- 750-3654
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Graduation Bundle

Tangerine iBooke

$1440

+

0S9

$169

EPSON Stylus• 740i Printer
4-color (CMYK)
Approx. 6 ppm Black
Approx. 5 ppm Color
1440 x 720 dpi

$50
--

Get $50 (U.S.) cash back
when you purchase an EPSON
Stylus®740i Ink Jet printer.
Off er good on purchases made
by July 31, 2000.

Computer
Solutions
Computer Center room 135
Monday - Friday 8:00a.m.-4:30p.m.
435-797-3357
current USU ID card required on all purchases

$1559
Offer limited to stock on hand
No substitutions or changes
EPSONis a reg,.slereduademarltof Seiko Erson Corponuon
iBookis a regis1erodtrademm
of AppleCompu..,,Inc.

The price of the
_#1 MCAT course
is going up

May 1st !

MIAMI (AP)(AP)- Players
and coaches around the
majors skipped games Tuesday
night, joining a work stoppage
by Miami's Cuban-American
community to protest Elian
Gonzalez's removal from the
home of his relatives.
Tampa Bay's Jose Canseco
was the most prominent player to sit out. joining six Florida
Marlins, two San Francisco
Giants and New York Mets
shortstop Rey Ordonez.
Several coaches joined them

Class starts on campus May 13!
Get your books now and start studying early!

KAPLAN
1·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com AOLkeyword:kaplan
"MCATII I 19g111...0 ltadlmall<cl !he usoclalloncl AmericanMedlcalColeges.

HEATEDPOOL
JETTED HOT TUB
SUNDECK
BARBECUEGRILLS
SPONSORED SOCIALS

Managementis dedicated
to providini:a wholesome
social environment.Our
courtyardinvites social
interaction.Cambridge

Court is fun, yet provides
for quiet enjoyment. It's

not just a place to live; it's
an adventure in living.

Restrictionsare strictly
enforced:

NO SMOKING
NO ALCOHOL
NO PETS

COMEAND SEE US

Tir~d of a fulfilling
social life?

Neither are we!

<!n111bribgr
<!ottrt
,\D.irlnH'nls

Features

Furnished

Free Gas

AC

Free Telephone
Free Cable TV
Free Ethernet
Pool, Spa, Sun Deck

Dishwasher
Microwave
Vacuum
Laundry

FREEINTERNET
ACCESS

CAMBRIDGECOURT APTS.
provide DSL Internetaccess
and e-mail through anEthernet
network.EachCambridge
Court Apartmenthas three
outlets, which allows up to
three computersto operatethe
Internet at a time, without

interferingwith the phoneline.

In otherwords:
•

NO DIAL-UP REQUIRED

•

No modem required- it's
much faster than a modem
384Kbp1
Don't wait to coMect - it's
instant
Just tum on your computer
and you're on the Internet
It won't tie up your phone
line - no busy signalson
incomingcalls due to
computertie up
Browse the web and talk
on the phone at the same
time
Shorter downloadtime of
tiles and web pages
Checke-mailinstantlyany
timeof the dayor night

•
•
•

And MuchMore

ONLY $390 for ENTIRE SUMMER

753-8288
590 Canyon Rd. #1

www.cambridgecourt.net

NEW YORK (AP)-The NBA'splayoff
schedule splits first-round games so far apart
that teams could forget whom they're playing,
and David Stern isn't coy about the reasons:
TV and money.
Which raises the question: Who's running
the show - the NBA or the networks?
Players and coaches certainly know they
aren't in charge. Fans can be sure they're not,
although the party line from the league and
those broadcasting the playoffs - NBC and
Turner - is that the calendar craziness is
aimed at getting all of the games aired
nationally without overlaps.
It's a tradeoff, certainly, but one that
diminishes the intensity and compactness of
the playoffs. As it is. the postseason is like a
second regular season in that more than half
of the NBA's teams qualify.
Now, the number of days it could take to
complete the playoffs really makes for a second season.
The eight first-round series could last up
to two weeks. Instead of one or two days
between games - the type of break that
doesn't allow much for momentum to ebb or
game-plans to be completely overhauled there are series with gaps as long as four
days.
"Those who criticize us for scheduling
games with one day rest are concerned that
three days are too much," Stern, the NBA
commissioner, said. "That's very much done
with television in mind."
When the Utah Jazz and fans have to wait
from Monday to Saturday to see if the team
can close out its first-round series against the
Seattle Supersonics, it could affect just how
"must-see" such TV programming really is.
"It's a long time to stew over this ," Seattle
coach Paul Westphal said. "When you have a
bad game, you want to get right back at it.
You don't want to sit and read about it for
five days,"
The Los Angeles Lakers could wind up
playing for 60 days - April 23 through June
21 - in trying for their first title since 1988.
"It's a stretch," Stern acknowledged
Monday after a seminar on "The
Commissioners' Perspective" at New York's
Museum of Television and Radio, "but it's
done to get more of our games on NBC. It
also was done so we could earn more money
- in case there were any doubts about that."
NBC. in the second year of a $1. 75 billion
four-year rights contract, saw its NBA ratings
drop 21 percent from a year ago during the
regular season (frOIJla 4.3 average to 3.4).
T1-network lam.,..~~~"'!"119
of M,idiael
Jordan and w
o b~e
to showthe Airapparent Vince Carter on higher-audience
Sundays as many times as possible.
"NBA players fall into a rhythm during the
season. Usually you play a game and you're
off a day, or you play back-to-back games.
When you have two days off, you lose your
edge," said Brendan Malone, an assistant
coach with the New York Knicks, who are facing Carter's Toronto Raptors in the first
round.
The silver lining is that older players, like
New York's Patrick Ewing, get more time to
rest.
Turner Sports' TNT and TBS last year
showed playoff double-headers that competed
against each other somewhat, with tipoff
times staggered by only an hour. The longer

first-round schedule allows Turner Sports paying the NBA $890 million over four years
- to put games on TBS on Monday nights
and on TNT other weekdays without going
head-to-head.
"There may be some concern of lack of
continuity but I like to position it as anxious
anticipation on the part of fans," Turner
Sports president Mark Lazarus said. "This
gives the fans the best opportunity to watch
every playoff game in its entirety."
That "give-the-fans-as-much-as-possible"
mantra runs counter to plans for fewer games
on NBC next season, eliminating some
Saturday prime time broadcasts.
"We knew we were going to take a pretty
big (ratings) hit this year ... because we put an
enormous amount of games on Saturday
night. You can't put more games on and not
expect a ratings adjustment," Stern said.
"We're encouraging NBC to put fewer games
on Saturday nights."
That's one strategy to try to boost the
declining ratings. Another was the league's illfated attempt to have coaches wear microphones during games. Coaches balked and
the NBA levied - then rescinded - $100,000
fines. It was a PR nightmare, and Stern admitted as much.
Now he's hoping that letting TV concerns
dictate scheduling pans out.
"The critical issue is whether NBC can
point to increased ratings because of the
scheduling change. If they do, this schedule
will continue," said Neal Pilson, the former
president of CBS Sports who runs his own
consulting firm.
"There's been a long pattern of cooperation between NBC and the NBA, and this is
another example of the league and the network trying to maximize television ratings
because that's a very critical measuring rod of
the success of the league The ratings have
been down and the NBA has been defensive
this year because of that."
Through the first three days of the playoffs, ratings were not significantly different
from a year ago.
National cable ratings dipped 2.5 percent
for the two Turner networks.
On NBC, the combined overnight rating measuring about 63 percent of the country of 5.3 for its triple-headers on Saturday and
Sunday was the same as 1999. Saturday
night's prime-time game, Seattle at Utah, did
drop 13 percent nationally, though, from the
Sacramento-Utah 30-point blowout in the
same slot a year ago.
PLAYQfFWATCHING:Viewers didn't get
to hear much of what Utah's Karl Malone
thought about his playoff-high SO-point performance in Saturday's series-opening victory
over Seattle. In the middle of his answer to
reporter-rooter Ahmad Rashad's question.
NBC cut to its show "The Pretender." NBC
righted itself, going to back to Malone for the
last few words of the interview, before awkwardly switching back to the drama.
STERNCRITIQUE:
"I think they need a
director or a producer to tell them to get on
with the evening's report after the first funny
one-liner, or even the second or the third or
the fourth .... When it becomes all about the
next wisecrack, I just think it cheapens the
game." - Stern on "SportsCenter" anchors at
ESPN. a network that does not have a direct
deal with the NBA.

Players, coaches clock out for a day
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Florida third baseman Mike
Lowell,pitchers Alex
Fernandez and Vladimir
Nunez - all of Cuban descent
- decided to sit out.
Dominican teammates
Antonio Alfonseca, Jesus
Sanchez and Danny Bautista
joined them in a show of support.
"There aren't many more
important things in my life
than this game tonight. but
this is one of them,'' Florida
manager John Boles said. 'Tm
not saying what's right and
wrong. The organization is not
making a value judgment. The
organization is merely being
sensitive to its employees.
"If I didn't have to be here,
I wouldn't. I've got a lot of
Cuban friends and I know
how deeply they feel about
this."
Marlins general manager
Dave Dombrowski said any of
the club's front-office personnel, players and coaches wanting to support the protest
would be excused with pay for
the~
In addition to the players,
third base coach Fredi
Gonzalez, infield coach Tony
Taylor, bullpen catcher Luis
Perez and assistant equipment
manager Javier Castro accepted the offer. So did CubanAmerican Hall of Farner Tony
Perez, an assistant to
Dombrowski.
After hearing what the
Marlins were doing, Giants
manager Dusty Baker called
right-hander Livan
Hernandez, catcher Bobby

Estalella and administrative
coach Carlos Alfonso, advising
the three Cuban-Americans to
take the day off. They obliged.
"You're talking about life
and death situations that
supersedes baseball," Baker
said. "A lot of us don't know
the situation unless you live in
Miami or you're from Miami.
It's sad that politics have to go
into baseball, but baseball is
part of the world."
Fernandez, Nunez, Sanchez,
Alfonseca and Hernandez all
were not scheduled to play
Tuesday regardless of the work
stoppage because it was not
their turn to pitch.
Baker said he wasn't concerned as much for the players as he was for their family
members, many of whom live
in South Florida throughout
the year.
That seemed to be the
same sentiment in New York.
where Ordonez and third base
coach Cookie Rojas sat out
Tuesday's game against
Cincinnati.
Ordonez and Rojas arrived
at Shea Stadium about 3•
hours before gametime, met
with general manager Steve
Phillips and Bobby Valentine
and left the park shortly
thereafter.
The Mets backed the decision, and Phillips said both
team members would be paid.
"Baseball should not be a
political forum, but they felt
they needed to support the
community in which they live,
and I support their decision,"
Phillips said.
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•Walk and RollDay,
Walk or bike to campus
and receivefree food and
prizes!Stop by our booth
southeast of the TSC on
Wednesday.
•Senior Send-off. Free

Thursday,
April27
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■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

• USUSoftballvs
Colorado State, 1 pm,
Johnson Field (northwest
of Romney Stadium)
•Opening Receptionfor
National Outdoor
SculptureExhibition,3:30

HEY, l PAID MY ENTRY
FEE'. WI-JEREJS

for seniors. $5/guests.
Comedian, food & door
prizes, 7 to 10 p.m.,TSC
Ballroom.
•Multicultural Cinema,
The Bicyde Thief, 7:30
p.m., Old Main Room llZ
p.m., Natural Resources
Atrium.
•The documentary films
Buffalo Bull and The Last
Buffalo War 7:30 p.m. in
the TSCAuditorium. Free

Friday,
April28
• USUSoccervs South
African National Team, 1
p.m.,Tower Field
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AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

F.Y.I.
• Learnabout the BIMWilda-oem
issueand whatyou
can do to help. Videopresentation- April26, 5 p.m..
TSCAuditorium
• Learnabout the Roadies.,Initiativeon the National
F<restsand how you can help. VideopresentationApril
26,6:30p.m.TSCAuditorium
• Findout about the newsculptures
that have been
placedon campusas a part of USUs NationalOutdoor
SculptureExhibition.Sixnew sculptureswillbe on displayon campusfor the next 18months. Meetthe srulptors and the jurors that selectedthe winners.Opening
reception.April27,3:30p.m. USUNatural Resources
Atrium.
• USUwillbe hostingthe SpedalOlympics
Trackand
F1eld
area gameson April29.There are many volunteer
positionsavailable.Don't missa great opportunityto
cheer on some great athletes!
• AEDdosingsocialApril27.6:30p.m. at Kate'sKitchen.
Signup BNRRoom101Only $1/person
• Cinnamon Brown& the Eskimo·sand JoganJanes.
April29,8:30p.m.,SunburstLounge.last Partyof1he
year!
•J.CPennyc.acheValleyMallScholanhipis now available from the Women'sCenter,TSCRoom310.Women
majoringor minoringin apparelmerchandising,
,
Management Marketingor other relatedareas.Call 7971728for details.

•The family LlfeCenter is offeringa free-worblx,pon
Howto Buya Home,April29. 9 a.m.to 2:30p.m.
Preregistrationis required.Call 753-5696to register.
•Collegeof F.ducationFrisbee
andFoodSocialCome
challengeyour professorsin a game of ultimate frisbee
& enjoyfoodw/friends.May 1. 12:30p.m. HPERField.
• Hospicewillhost a SatelliteTeleconferencemoderated
by CokieRobertsof ABCNewson "IJving
WithGrid
Oilldren,Adolesrents,
aool.ais"April26 for infonnation call716-5349.
•The CacheHumaneSocietyApril26, 7 p.m.
CommonsRoomof the WhittierCenter.290 E.400
North at. We willbe discussingthe resultsof the recent
Boardof Directorsretreat induding relativeprioritiesof
shelterfundraising/construction,
the fosterprogram,
and the spay/neuterprogram.Volunteersare also
needed for the upcomingWalk-A-Thon
and Frisbee
Catch and FetchContest
•Gem& Mineral
Show.
Exhibits.displays& demonstrations.April29 & 30,CommunityRecreationCenter, 195
S. 100West
• YoungAdultDanceApril28, 9 p.m.to 1 am.,
CottonwoodHeightsSinglesWard 6890S. 2225East
(behindthe WhitmoreLibrary$6
Sponsoredby Cottonwoodheightssinglesward and
SteveAmes.This dance encourageslDS standards.
Youngadultscan Jogonto www.danceinfo.org
or call the
Dance Hot Lineat 297-0233for more infonnation.
• The last issue of theStatesmanwillbe on April28.
,Anyorganizationswhowishesto publishan announcerrienton the backburner must have it turned in before
11 a.m.on April27.
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Voicesand Views

Statesman
Utah

Now CHOMSKY,
AUTHOR,1992:

•Ifwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise,we
don't believe in it at all."

fDrTOR
IN CHIEF
797-1762
Editor®statesman.usu.edu
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Don't base vote
on a label
OK, rnEWAY
I SEErr/ RichTimothy

lAAT

by
the
S 0 was arranged
father,
exthere
I Governor's
was sit- President Bush, after he
ting up caught Bush Jr. driving
late try- drunk.
I find it a little interesting
ing
to
that
before 1972, Bush Jr.
figure
out how was a rich, hard-drinking
to
bid playboy. Then for the first
farewell to all you, the read- time in his life, he worked
with a liberal charity in an
~
ers. What whim of political
Number of
complaint can I impress on inner city ghetto. But as
years the averall of you who are leaving soon as that year was up he
began his previous I ifestyle
and not coming back?
ageAmerican
and has not done any chariAnd what can I interject
spends watching
to you who are going away ty work since.
Another
enlightening
for the summer but are plantelevision.
ning to return next fa 11? note about Bush Jr. is that
he won't
deny
using
Instead of bantering with
::.:.~::-.~
or
marijuana .
the conservative nature of cocaine
the campus majority by sup- Through persistent ques.
...~,,,,,,,,,~.....
Number of
porting such issues as gays tioning he said that he had,-:::::.-::..-:..-:.---in the military, or gays at all n't used cocaine in the last
months the averfor that matter, or express- seven years. Most newspa~
ageAmerican
ing to you why abortion is pers report that he denies
spends watching
using
cocaine
none of your
since 1974 , but
business
commercials.
that's not exactly
unless
it's
Remember:
2. I believe in my heart of your abortrue.
hearts that if Barnes and Nobel
Republican,
There
is
tion, or even
buys the store, then prices will not why burning
another
point
I'd
Democraticor
go up, but decrease for the fact the flag is an
like to share about
Number of
that B&N actually has realized
Independentare
the
Republican
actual freetimes the averthat the world does not revolve around them, but
Presidential
hopedom, let me
only labels.Do not
around the customer and whether they LIKE what is talk
ful and his dazageAmerican
about
placeyour opinion zling intellect, or
the
truth.
Several letters to the editor have irked me over the in stock. They might also have the customer in mind
changesthe
lack there of. We
the
last months, but I will only choose to pick on one. To when they stock the store, versus what President Yes,
and vote simply
channelwhile
know the man can
truth about
the individual that wants us to keep ownership of the Emert wants. My economics professor taught me that.
3. Who cares about your piddly student employee
because
of
a
label.
read, how else
one
man.
A
bookstore
on
campus
...
I
have
a
few
words
for
you.
watching televiwould
he have
Presidential
1. Maybe if the bookstore gets new management, discount anyway? I have attended USU for four
sion.
made it through all his camthen I can get the well-deserved customer service I years, and not once gotten anything close to a dis- candidate whose determipaign speeches. But from
nation to avoid talking
am entitled to as a student at USU. In the past I have count.
4. If you are afraid of losing your job, better take about his past is as strong as his college career at Yale he
been treated like trash, and those who shell out sevel.JNITIDPRf.S.S
Yogi Bear's determination to achieved the impressive
eral hundred dollars to the money grubbers on the some classes in customer service.
INTf.RNATIONAL
• first
not tell the Ranger if he's marks of a C- to D+ student.
floor deserve the right to be treated like first
DavidA. Lamb been stealing picnic bas- If I remember correctly,
class, and not like common filth.
that's a less than average
kets.
Who is this man of epic average.
LETTERS
Ok, so call me a little
avoidance? Well done, you
;
guessed right. None other finicky, but I find it a little
Length should be
than George W. Bush. What unnerving to realize that if
K.\oE'S KoRNER/ KadeMinchey
limitedto 350words.
could this Republican of Bush actually gets elected
All lettersmaybe shortThe poliSo, my question to the Arizona Giuliani, "the leadership of this city high moral standing possi- there is a possibility that this
ened,editedor rejected
man could very easily, if
bly be avoiding? Just a little
tics of this last Senator is: How are you going to refusesto reach out."
fur reasonsafgocxitaste,
thing I'd like to call cocaine questioned about sending
semester have reform anything when no one supredundancyor oolume
troops to Yemen, have the
been exciting,
ports you? Whether anyone likes it
The Democrats, under the leader- use.
of similarletters.
Ok, the way I see it, imprudence to reply , "Is
controversial
or not, politics is a dirty game of ship of Bill Clinton, have admitted to
and intriguing.
back scratching. The music has lies and been charged with numer- could something even more that a real place?" I'm sorry
No anonymousletters
As well my col- stopped and McCain doesn't have ous infractions of the law - many of vile than Clinton's "I never but I think the American
un11be published.
defense when people need something a
umn has pro- too many backs left to scratch.
which the American public need to inhaled"
little more reliable than less
being questioned
about
voked many of
know about.
Writersmust sign all
these same emotions - namely that
I would like to suggestthat invenGore has said that Jim Bass, "the smoking marijuana be pos- than average. Shouldn 't we
letters,with phone
expect at least a little excelof controversy. So, for those readers tors come up with a Demogar. Mississippi State Director of McCain sible from a Republican
numberand student
lence?
who may have missed some of the That's right, a tracking device for for President ... endorsed Al Gore for candidate? Bush himself
numberdearlystated.
Remember: Republican ,
exciting conservative columns writ- Democrats. Think of all of the won- president." The funny thing about does not deny being caught
ten over this last semester. I have derful benefits this would bring. Let that is according to the New Yprk with cocaine and having to Democratic or Independent
Lettersrepresenting reprinted a few excerpts for your me name just two of them for you.
Times, McCain never campaigned perform community service . are only labels. Do not
groups- or morethan enjoyment:
place your opinion and vote
campaign
First, the government could dis- in Mississippi. In fact, McCain never Bush's
oneindividual- must
tribute these Demogars to all the even went to Mississippi. Even more, spokesman has now denied simply because of a label. If
hJluea singularrepreMcCain went on to identify just homeless people. Think of it - the Bassran for the Mississippi State sen- that Bush was ever arrested you do, it will be a lot like
renting
a
movie
just
sentativeclearlystated, whom these John Wayne's are by nation's poverty problem c.,ould be ate 12 years ago as a Democrat. In on any drug charge.
Well according to a new because the cover looks
with all necessary
ID
saying, "Gov. Engler (of Michigan) is solved. The Democrats are always my opinion, Af Gore must think the
and information.
against me, Gov. Bush is against me saying that they are the only com- American. Voter is a complete idiot. I book by J. H. Thompson , good. It might have one or
moments ,
... all the Governors and Senatorsare passionatepeople in the country. So, will, too, if Al Gore wins the election three independent sources two fromising
that are close to the Bush but al in all it's going to be
against me."
Writersmust wait21
it must follow that they are the pri- in November.
family reported that Gov. a crappy experience.
Now, I find this whole McCain mary givers to panhandlers.
daysbeforesubmitting
Find out what's under the
thing extremely ironic. McCain's
With Demogars, the homeless
So. if you are a person that thinks Bush was arrested in 1972
successiveletters- no
axiomatic platform is reform. He is panhandlers wouldn't have to waste free money is a pretty neat idea and for cocaine possession, and label before you choose
exceptions.
going to change campaign finance half of their day begging to "conser- this caused you to be told you were was taken to Harris County what ' s best for you.
Now let me leave you
raws, he is going to reform the polit- vatives." They coula use this new a Democrat some time in your life Jail. He avoided jail and forLettersam be hand
ical system, yet no one supports technology and hone right in on the don't worry; you were probably mal charges through an with my favorite George W.
deliveredor mailedto
him . According to Gov. Leavitt, all people that "care" about them.
ignorant. Read my columns an·d unsanctioned diversion plan Bush quote so far, "There
TireSlnlesmnnin the
but
four
members
of
Congress
supSecond,
this
could
solve
think
about economics and politics, that involved a year of com- ought to be limits to freeTSC319,or can be
munity service with Project dom."
port Bush. Even more, two of the "Hillary's" (the N.Y. senate candi- then decide. At least then you won't
e-mailedat
I think the same can be
P.U.L.L.,
an inner city
most
powerful
men
in
Washington,
date)
problem
as
well.
See,
Hillary
make
an
ignorant
decision.
tslilorO
said for Bush.
Houston
program
for
trouTrent
Lott
(majority
leader)
and
Tom
held
a
news
conference
a
few
days
sbllamtltl.USIUdu
Delay (majority whip), oppose ago where she condemned the New KadeMinchey is a politicalcolumnist bled youths. In another new
Rich Timothy's columnruns
reporter
Bill
McCain. Utah's own Sen. Bob York police department and the for The Utah Statesman. Comments book,
everyWednesdayin The Utah
can be sent to kade45@hotmail.com Minutaglio write~ that ~he
Bennett says McCain is too "polarizmayor of New York for being insenStatesman.
year of community service
ing to be president."
sitive. She said, referring to Mayor
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At the first people must take more seriousanniversary
ly the things that shape their
of
the lives.
Columbine
It almost seemstoo obvious
massacre,
to mention, but what we conAmericans
sume affects what we do.
are still trying After little Kayla Rolland was
to do some- killed in March, Newsweek's
thing about youth violence . suggestionsfor parents includAction, however, requires ed monitoring what their kids
understanding.
watch on television. On April
Rather than the current 3, Court TV devoted an hourtrendy obsession with a partic- long "Crime Stories" episode to
ular weapon that violent youths the negative effectsof watching
sometimes use, we would do professional
wrestling.
better to study why some Hundreds of studies demonyouths are violent in the first strate that, in the words of the
place. Though no one argues American
Academy
of
that popular entertainment is Pediatrics, "there is a causethe sole cause of youth vier and-effect
relationship
lence, no one can honestly between media violence and
argue that it makes no contri- real-life violence. This link is
bution at all. Everyone in a
position to influence young Jump to Coo.st/MLPage14
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undeniable and uncontestable."
For young people, music is
an even more powerful influence than
television.
A
November
1999
Kaiser
Family Foundation study documented that while television
decreases as a proportion of
media consumption
from
early childhood to the teen
years, audio media (that is,
music) doubles.
A 1999
report from the Office of
National Drug Control Policy
revealed
that
teen-agers
"name music listening
as
their most preferred nonschool activity." They often
do so for a reason. Two
prominent researchers in this
field found that "one of the
most important reasons cited
by adolescents for seeking
exposure to popular music is
to learn about their social
world."
What do they learn? Eric
Harris and Dylan Klebold
learned,
in the Iyrics of
shock-rocker
Marilyn
Manson, to "hate every motherf - - - that's in your way"
and that the " next mother gonna
get
my
metal."They
learned: "I've
looked ahead and saw a
world that 's dead, I guess I
am too." They learned: " I'm
dying, I hope you ' re dying
too."
Using the single most powerful medium in youth culture, Manson and other musicians often deliver a message

THECRAMMING
BEGINS.
Boxes and Packing Tape Supplied
Fast Ground or Air Sbipptng via UPS

BRING
• Computers • Clothes • Books • Steros • Trunks

of despair, anger and violent
revenge. Harris and Klebold
acted out the message they
consumed. So did Kip Kinkel
in Springfield,
Ore., and
Andrew Wurst in Edinboro,
Pa., Luke Woodham in Pearl,
Miss., and many others. They
al I consumed the same message, even the same artist ,
and they al I acted it out with
deadly consequences.
The music industry says
that music does not affect
anyone. Imagine telling the
Three Tenors, or those who
wrote the old Negro spirituals, or those who hoped to
end the Vietnam war , or anyone witnessing the mayhem
at Woodstock '99, or anyone
in an aerob ics class that
music does not affect anyone .
If music does not affect anyone, hordes of teens would
not run screaming to buy the
latest Backstreet Boys album
the day it is released, hospitals would not use music to
enhance the healing process, .
the profession of music therapy would not exist, listening
to music would not be the
most popular way to relieve
stress in the entire world,
groups such as Rage Against
the Machine would not use
music to promote a political
agenda, and the musiqjp_dustry would not make so much
money.
Others say that many consumers of violence are not
violent. But many are. Many
smokers do not get cancer
either. But many do . (By the
way, cigarette
companies
once claimed their product

d id not affect anyone sound familiar? )Yet the evidence is overwhelming.
Unfortunately,
the more
negative or destructive the
theme, the more its consumers I isten, know
the
words , find the words important and agree with the message. Nearly 15 years ago, a
study found evidence for "the
potentially
powerful
influence of popular music ... on
young people, especially with
regard to attitudes toward
violence and premarita l sex."
Music
with
negat ive or
destructive
themes significantly influences the formation of values and worldview
among children, corre lates
with family problems and
poor academic performance ,
and its consumers are more
approving
of
antisocial
behavior and attitudes.
A New York University
lyrics professor once wrote
that popu lar music provides
"the primary 'equipment for
living' for America ' s youth."
They know the equipment
they receive often makes living difficult. More teen-agers
than adults believe that popular music encourages ant isocial behav ior. A 1999 survey
found that two-thirds
of
America ' s teens believe that
violence in television and
music " is partly responsible
for crimes like the Littleton
shootings. " What we consume affects what we do.

This c.ommentarywas
distributedby TMS Campus
News Service mediaservices.

Do your own boxing or we will
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U.N.criticizes
Russia
overChechnya
abuses· Ai>artments
The UtahStatesmanWORLD & NATION Wednesday,April 24, 2000

GENEVA (AP)-The top
U.N. human rights body
accused Russia of widespread
violations in Chechnya in a
sudden and unexpected
show of decisiveness
Tuesday.
The resolution, sponsored
by the European Union,
attacked "disproportionate
and indiscriminate use of
Russian military force,
including attacks against
civilians." It also expressed
concern at "serious crimes
and abuses" committed by
Chechen forces .
The 53-nation Human
Rights Commission called on
the Russian government to
establish a commission of
inquiry and asked a series of
U.N. human rights experts to
undertake missions to
Chechnya .
But it stopped short of
demands by human rights
organizations that the world
body set up its own probe.
The resolution was
approved by a vote of 25 to
7 with 19 abstentions.
Joining Russia in voting
against the resolution were
China, Cuba, the Republic of
Congo, Ihdia, Madagascar
and Sri Lanka.
The criticism of a perma-

nent member of the U.N.
Security Council was an
unusual move for the commission. which last week
failed even to vote on a
motion attacking China's
human rights record.
The vote came after negotiations between the EU and
the Russian delegation failed
to come up with an agreed
statement. It took U.N. officials by surprise.
They had expected the
debate to be adjourned until
Wednesday to allow discussions to continue.
"Unfortunately the
Russian Federation was not
in a position to accept the
minimum that this commission must ask for when seriously addressing human
rights and international
humanitarian law in
Chechnya," said Portuguese
Ambassador Alvaro de
Mendonca e Moura, speaking for the EU.
Russia sent troops into
Chechnya for a second time
last September after militants based in the territory
invaded the neighboring
region of Dagestan.
Chechens also are blamed
for four apartment bombings
in Russia in September that
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killed 300 people.
The United States and the
EU have been sharply critical
of what they call excessive
use of force by Russian
troops, widespread civilian
suffering , and reports of
human rights abuses in the
campaign against Chechen
separatists.
Russian Ambassador
Vasily Sidorov said the resolution failed to take account
of the serious danger to
human rights posed by terrorists in Chechnya.
He said it showed
"absolutely no understanding of what human rights
means."
"Armed bandits have
unleashed a war against the
whole peaceful population
of Chechnya," Sidorov said.
In Washington, U.S.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright welcomed the decision and criticized Russia for
blocking a unified commission stand on Chechnya .
spokesman James P. Rubin
said.
Rubin said Chechnya is on
the agenda for talks Russian
Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov
is having in Washington with
President Clinton and
Albright.
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said.
Witnesses said the shootContnuedfromPage2
ing occurred when a bottle
was thrown from one group
of youths at some other
grandchildren when she
youths in a crowd near the
hear4 the shots and saw
zoo gate. A piece of glass
youtls fighting .
struck a young woman in the
In addition to the shootings,• seventh victim suffered ' face, and then shots rang out,
the witnesses said.
a seizue and a pregnant
Mayor Anthony Williams
woma;1was taken to the hosvisited Children's Hospital to
pital ;fter going into apparent
console victims· families .
, labor, ~uthorities said.
About an hour after the
Witnesses said the shootshooting, Vice President Al
ing ocd.irred near the
Gore announced the shoot entran.:e along Gonnecticut
Avenue, one of the city's main ings at a Democratic fundraiser in New York City,
thoro~hfares.
bringing gasps from the audi Assistant Chief Terrance
Gaine1 said police suspected a ence that included actress
Lauren Bacall. "We really have
9 mm 'landgun was used and
to have mandatory child saferoped off two shooting scenes
ty trigger locks," Gore told the
- on e just outside the zoo
crowd, sounding a frequent
entrance and the other about
administration theme.
300 feet inside the zoo.
The zoo was established by
Nakisha Johnson, 17, said
Congress in 1889 as part of
she saw one young man open
the Smithsonian Institution . It
• fire after a feud between
covers 163 wooded acres
. youth s became violent. She
along Rock Creek in the heart
said the children who were
of the capital.
. wounded were caught in the
Though located on one of
· middle of the two groups.
the capital's main boulevards,
"He was ;ust shooting at
it has seldom experienced
the people he was fighting"
violence.
· but struck the children
In 1995, a Little Rock, Ark.,
bystanders, Johnson said.
The zoo planned to remain woman was found mauled to
death in the lion exhibit.
closed Tuesday. "It is just a
Police and the medical examterrible, terrible tragedy. Our
hearts go out to the families," iner ruled the death a sui cide.
, zoo spokesman Robert Hoage
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SEATTLE(AP)- Bill Gates said
,,,_
injutitjg twqotb.ertJl'l/a.f5c;Mqc,tpJunge
·t Tuesday that consumers would be hurt
intti 'lheshaJlows of;the Illinois Rivet.··''·-- if Microsoft Corp. were broken up by
the government because the synergy
between the company's various diviCLOCKS
sions and products is key to its success.
In an interview with The Associated
30%OFF
Press, the Microsoft chairman said new
versions of the Windows operating sysLASS VASES
tem, the software that powers the vast
30%OFF
majority of the world's personal computers, would be stunted if the
LAMPS 20Windows or Office software divisions
50% OFF
} ,•.''.AUtht
. p¢ppl~WQT~i:q
~ 04tlb.~re .: :\ · were split off from the rest of the comaie.friendsandlfoiiworii"ariother
and pany.
"We wouldn't have Windows today if
CANDLES
h__
it hadn't been for the Office group and
10-40% OFF
,_._,
).,T-fie
acidqe1.1f\&iu:i1Jici
bi.ithe soµth; · the Windows group working together,"
Gates said, speaking by telephone from
ipap pftlfo/N/iri~~P~
br.fdge, ·.
Hours: 11:00, 6 M-S
a computer hardware developers conwhicll)s~gder.gomg a ~+6µiilli9n ·..
, teconstr~c.tj.e>qJhat. beg~11l,;1~tmq.n(h,..,, ference in New Orleans.
Gates· comments came as the U.S.
-•
-•• TheJrgnviprl<ers
wer¢ '.rePlach;igfu!it;.;·-,
ed.nieta)pta.te.S
·in;:
,th,~ijridge) •floot/ t' ..: Justice Department briefed White
House officials on what remedies the
government would seek in its antitrust
action against the company.
Gene Sperling, head of the presiinfo abduffivefeetofniurky:
brown.·.., '
28 FEDERAL
AVE • LOGAN • 755-0857
dent's National Economic Council, said
that it was strictly an informational
briefing and that President Clinton was
not expected to take part.
Attorneys for the Justice Department
and the 19 states that sued Microsoft
?_, QpeinJur~dworl<e~wis •iajpal@d.·o· n. ,:•
❖ a pipf 11nd
wasJrt fa.ir toqdifo?n i.lfter ··
· seyerall),pµrtin.
~urgery:,
A$eiqrid; -••
index# 10736
WASHINGTON (AP)- In the
; J<:ltidyMfQomf:i,
4J/wasttecat¢d
~ nd ❖
be offeredSUMMER
Semester
Supreme Court's most important abor-•-ieleased . WQuldi.betestti'¢f iRiilpff.Bill/ .
tion case since 1992, six of the nine justices voiced concern Tuesday over a
Lecture: Tues & Thurs
Nebraska law. similar to those in 29
other
states, banning a surgical proce7:30 - 8:30 am
dure opponents call "partial-birth abortion."
Field Exercises: Tues
The emotional issue of abortion
8:30 - 11:30 am
returned to the nation's highest court
with noisy sidewalk demonstrations
Reasons ta take the class in
outside the courtroom hearing.
___
The ~onstructkm projectwas halted
"The state interest here is drawing a
Summer:
bright line between abortion and infan..
until
further
notice.
·
small class size
ticide," Nebraska Attorney General Don
great weather
Stenberg argued in seeking reinstatement of a law that made it a crime for
good time
doctors
to perform partial-birth aborAggie ice cream
BarrJ-.$alerijg 1)mistant •<!r~~qqector·
. tions.
Prerequisites: Trigonometry and
··•-for the fepe:ral. §)(:¢µp;;itJo.n.al
·S~feWand -,_,- But Simon Heller, representing a
:..''
_
H
ea1thAdtmrii$tratfom
~id
'
two_
-investi.J•· Nebraska doctor, said none of the
positive attitude!
state's purported interests "is sufficient
'gatprswere~isp~tcbed ph:ipoint
to override ... a woman's interest in her
.
Cilusepft;he
~fd<i¢nt
ap#
determb)~
-·Instructor J.A. Caliendo
health and bodily integrity."
1
Uoa@cc.usu.aduJ 787-2888
The Nebraska law, he said, is "so
r.Accordjtjg t(,l.ttie QS~ ;Webs.ite, tl:)~. broadly written it could prohibit most
second-trimester abortions" and lead to
<las,t time Midwest
~afiiivQlvedJq
. fatala.cddentwaSin19S5}wheh3car 1'} making all abortions "more dangerous
pejlter wijsgdslj°e~ ~tf
1iv¢r-lo.~ded
' '.' for women."
Questions and comments from two
crnnetn~tovernarned
(}µdn&wotko11
h:
; a'btidfe!ilMJlan,111,
J:j( ·• \ ,, ._i,· . ::? key justices - Sandra Day O'Connor

1

!liltlili!!

t

,ti!~~~~~:,
:

for antitrust violations are considering

askinga judge to break up the company

as a way to curb anticompetitive practices.
One reported option would be to
split the company into two or three
parts, each selling separate products.
Another alternative would be for
Microsoft to divest its dominant Office
software suite, which includes word processing, database and spreadsheet programs and controls more than 90 percent of the market.
Microsoft has said it would fight any
move to break up the 25-year-old company. Gates said the next generation of
Windows, which will help power various consumer electronics devices as
well as personal computers, depends on
the interaction between his company's
divisions.
"We need to have our research people, our Office people, our Windows
people all in one group taking breathtaking risks" on the next-generation
project, Gates said.
The government's proposed remedies are due to be filed in court by
Friday. Microsoft is then due to respond
by May 10, but company officials have
said they may ask for more time, especially if the government's proposal
includes a breakup plan.
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'Partial-birth'
abortions
debatedin court
and Anthony M.Kennedy - indicated
concern over the state law's sweep.
O'Connor noted that the procedure
Stenberg said was the target of
Nebraska's ban "may be very similar to"
a type of abortion used far more often.
Partial-birth abortion is not a medical term. Doctors call the method dilation and extraction, or D&X,because it
involves partially extracting a fetus, legs
first, from the uterus into the birth
canal. where the skull is cut and its contents drained.
A more common procedure is dilation and evacuation, or D&E,in which
an arm or leg of a live fetus may be
pulled into the birth canal during the
abortion operation.
Calling both methods "gruesome,'
O'Connor asked Stenberg, "Do you ake
the position that the state of Nebra!ka
could also prohibit D&!Eabor.tions for
pre-viability pregnancies?"
.
When Stenberg said he did not hke
that position "for purposes of this qise,"
O'Connor shot back, "It is difficult :o
. read the statute and think that is so."
Justices David H. Souter, John Prul
Stevens, Ruth Bader Ginsburg and
Stephen G. Breyer seemed to doub; the
Nebraska law's constitutionality.
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HOSTAGE
ContinuedfromPage2

• Games & fun .for
EVERYONE
WFREE Party for
seniors, $5 for guests
• Food and door
prizes
WComedian

kidnappers turned around, the American
couple ran into the bushes and hid until
dawn.
The Murphys arrived in the
Malaysian capital, Kuala Lumpur,
Monday night. James Murphy said
Tuesday they didn't want to talk extensively about the ordeal for fear that it
would endanger the other hostages.
"We don't want our comments to
overshadow anything that's going on
with the situation," he told The
Associated Press.
The hostages forced onto the fishing
boats included two French tourists, three
Germans. two South Africans, two Finns
and one Lebanese, as well as a Filipino
worker and nine Malaysians, authorities
said.
In Basilan, Philippines, Philippine
troops shelled rebel camps again

Tuesday as soldiers battled their way up
a mountain where Abu Sayyaf rebels
were holding 27 Filipinos captive.
The rebels have demanded the freedom of three Arab terrorist suspects in
U.S. jails, including Ramzi Yousef, mastermind of the 1993 bombing of the
World Trade Center in New York, and
Sheik Omar Abdel-Rahman, accused of
conspiring to blow up New York City
landmarks.
Philippine Defense Secretary Orlando
Mercado said the military is still determining whether the Abu Sayyaf, which is
fighting for an independent Islamic state
in the predominantly Catholic
Philippines, is actually responsible for
the Malaysian abductions.
Basilan is about 275 miles northeast
of Semporna, the port from which
tourists take boats for Sipadan.
Since 1969, Malaysia and Indonesia
have both claimed sovereignty over
Sipadan and Ligitan, another Celebes
Sea island. But there were no indications

that the hostage-takers were involve<in
the territorial dispute.
Chong Kah Kiat, tourism minister for
Sabah, said he was concerned that He
attack would scare off the 400,000
tourists who visit Sabah beaches and
rain forests every year.
Meanwhile, at the airport in Kuala
Lumpur, Mary Murphy was close to
tears.
"We really need to talk to our ch:1dren," she told the AP. "We really want
to get to the phone."
Her husband, an executive for
Eastman Kodak Co. in Sydney,Australia,
said they had not slept since Sunday
night but were otherwise fine .
"She's got lots of bites from sleeping
in the bushes, a lot of sand fleas,'' he
said, pointing to his wife's legs, which
were covered with a rash of insect bites.
As cameras flashed around them,
Mary Murphy, wearing plaid Bermuda
shorts, said all she wanted was "a good
night's sleep and a hot shower."
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800 East 900 North, Logan
Private room with private bath
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Fully furnished
Private cable and phone
Air conditioning
Laundry
Covered parking
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Private room with private bath
Fully furnished
Air conditioning
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¥More than 900 classes from Accoun
¥Small classes with individualized ·
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Vermont
approves
sweeping
bill
granting
gaysmarriage
rights
MONfPEUER.Vt (AP)willprobablynot recognizecivil
Lawmakersgavefinal approval unions.
Tuesdayto legislationmaking
Still,no state has ever gone
Vermont the first state to grant so far in recognizinggay relagay couplesnearly all of the
tionships.
rights and benefits of marriage.
"I think this definitelyplaces
The state House voted 79-68 Vermont in the forefrontin this
for the "civilunions"bill,which country,placesVermont on par
was approvedby the Senate last with Nordicand European
week.Democratic
countries and
Gov.Howard
Canada,"said Beth
'I think the
Dean said he will
Robinson.a lawyer
sign it. possiblyas
who
argued the gay
powerful message
soon as Thursday.
couples'case before
"I think the
is that in
the Vermont
powerfulmessage
Supreme Court.
is that in Vermont, Vermont, we tend
Opponents in
we tend to value
to value peoplefor the Legislaturesaid
people for who
they were being
they are, not what who they are, not asked to grant spethey are,"Dean
cial rights to people
what they are.' whose
said.
lifestyles
Three homothey could not supsexual couplesand
• HOWARD
DEAN
•
port.
their lawyers,who
"Ifthis bill passes,
G()\ffiOR
sued in 1997when
this day shalllive
they were denied
in infamythrou~hmarriage licenses,watched in
out the country and throughthe crowdedHouse chamber as out the world.This is against
natural law,"said Republican
the final roll was called.
StacyJollesand Nina Beck
Rep.Henry Gray.
stood cradlingtheir 5-monthSupportersargued that traold son, Seth. Peter Harrigan
ditionalmarriagesbetween
stood embracingStan Baker,
men and women would not be
who held a small necklacefrom undermined if gayswere grantwhichhis parents' wedding
ed the same rights.
rings dangled.And Holly
"Maywe be the last generaPuterbaughheld hands with
tion of gayand lesbian
LoisFarnham.who wiped tears Vermonterswho have formed
from her eyes.
our committed relationships
"This isn't marriage,but it's a without the possibilityof a law
huge and powerfulbundle of
that grants us our rights, benerights that we'vefinallygotten," fits and responsibilities,
" said
Bakersaid.
Rep.WilliamLippert,the only
The bill came about after
openly gaymember of the
the VermontSupreme Court
_~~islature.
unanimouslyruled in
Decemberthat gay couples
were being unconstitutionally
denied the rights and benefits
of marriage.
The court gavethe
Legislaturetime to decide
whether to let gaysmarry or to
create some kind of domestic
partnership.Lawmakersopted
for a parallelsystemfor homosexuals,creatingwhat they
calledtivil unions. • • · ,•",,, 1 "· , , b, .. ,
Afterthe bill takes effectJu}yl,
•ifidf
1, coupleswillbe able to go to
their town clerksfor licenses.
Then they willhave their
unions certifiedby a justiceof
the peace,judge or member of
the clergy.
Breakupswillbe handled in
FamilyCourt.just as divorces
are. although they willbe called
dissolutions.
The more than 300 benefits
that the state conferson married couplesnow willflowto
same-sexcouples.includingthe
abilityto make medicaldecisions on behalf of partners,
inherit from each other without hefty taxes,and protection
from having to testifyagainst
one another.
But there are responsibilities
as well.For example,same-sex
partners willhave to assume
each other's debt and pay child
support.
Civilunions willnot entitle
couplesto benefits bestowedby
the federalgovernmentin areas
such as SocialSecurityand
immigration. And most states
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a new opportunttyand concepton a product
that has been successfullymarkedthroughout
the country since1953. Thisis nota MLMcompany. Call Toddat 888-523-3557

Cambridge
Court
GreatSocialEnvironment
HeatedPool
JettedHotTub
SunDeck

U
UT

...

D D Y

RO

AD

FITTERS

ALL THE GEARYOUNEEDAND TRANSPORTATION
UPRIVER.
WE HAVECANOEFLOATTRIPSFROM 1 HOURTO ALLDAYON
THE BEAR, l.rrnE BEAR, AND l.oGAN RIVERS. ENJOYTHE
SCENERYAND WILDIJFE THEN PICNICALONGOUR
3 MILES OF PRIVATESHORELINE.

CALLFOR RESERVATIONS:
(435)

753-3693

MUDDYROADOUTFITTERS
Benson,Utah

CARS & TRUCKS

FOR RENT

1

Comin May 1st...

FOR SALE
HOMEFORSALE3 bedroom1 bath,Totally
remodeled. Corneand see, 820 East 100
North,Afr-/ questions787-4994$105,000/obo

looking to earnmoneythis fall in fun and exc~USUStudents!
ing ways? We're seekingmotivatedcampus
Buyandsellstufffor FREE
leadersto promotethe sixdegrees
Websrte. If
at www.nerdstuff
,homestead
,com
selected, we'll sendyou surprisesall SL.mlTier
longand kickoff orientation
togetherin the fall.
Areyouready?Writeto:
fundandmoney@sixdegrees.com
now and get
1997Chevy4X4 extendedcab Flowmaster
exthe information
youneed.
haust loaded$19,995. 1979jeep CJ7 rubber•
izedsprayedgreenV-8 $3,400ContactDavidat
245-0552
MakeS1000a week
sellingEngineering
Textbooks
.
1990MercurySable4 DR auto, cruise,power
Pleasecontactadmin01@abs
textbook
.com
everyth
ing, new tires, 1OOKmiles. Greatstudentcar, $1999713-4903
USHOCK.COM
seeksenergeticindividuals
who
wish to becomeinvolvedin the excttement
of e- 1988PlymouthCott $1100oboruns great
commerce
. No internetexperiencenecessary. 787--0877
Earn$9 • $15/hour
; flexible hoursaroundyour
courseschedule
. Groundflooropportunfty
wnh
a success
ful expandinginternetorganization
;
careerpotential.877-741-4448
1-Bdrm
, 2-bdrm,3-bdrm,summerand fall- furwww.ushock
.com.
nished,NextTo Campus
. NS,ND,NP752-2466

aacill
--

• 7 52-62~2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SUMMERSESSION:$500
DELUXE
FULLYFURNISHED
AC
W/D
PRIVATEBEDROOM & BATHROOM
QUIET
AMPLE PARKING

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2000

CALL
755-9558
OR752-8942

Painless
Self-Expressio
Yourcollege yearsmadefor some
interestingwaysof expressing
yourself.Andjust becauseyou
standat the thresholdof
adulthooddoesn'tmeanyou
haveto check your individuality
at the door.So, express
yourselfwith a new
Fordor Mercury
vehicle and get $400*
off select
modelsfrom the
FordCollegeGraduateProgram.

NEEDEXTRA

No pain. All gain.

MONEY?

EARN$18.000
PARTTIMEI
Sure you could use the extra
money-who couldn't? The
Army Reserve a.n help you
earn more than $18,000 during a standard enlistment,
part time, plus some great
benefits, with opportunities to
qualify for even more money
to continue your education.
You'll also be getting valuable
hands-on skill training that
will last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opportunities . A place to
make new friends. Give the
Army Reserve your serious
consideration.

Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

Logan (435) 753-3943
BEALLYOUCAMBE~

ARMYRESERVE

Visit www.t0rd.c0m/c011e1e1rad
or call 1.800.321.1536
1

for all the details.
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Chfft.h e•rty in his show busineM

Tim's dad comes up with a plan to

career, before his rise to tame in Tarzan.

uv.

-

SponsoredSocials
only$390All Summer
NoSmoking
NoAlcohol
No Pets
FreeGas
FreeTe\ephcne
FreeCableTV
FreeEthernet
384 Kbps
See to believe
753-8288
590CanyonAd. #1
www.cambridgecourt.net

Logan's only remanufacturerof starters and
alternators.We have our own tow truck. Call
753-1776or stop11at 303 NorthMain,Logan

T.R. CONTRACTING
concrete,roofing,sidng,
framing,and remodeling.Qualitywork, student
discount available licensed and insured 7555139

JEWELRY
Certified JC Millennium cut diamonds. 88
facets.CallJoel Nelsoncollect1nSLC801·278·
5230 jnelson@br.state.ut.us

Closeto campusshareapartmentwith 3 other
single males, 4 quiet pnvaterooms,krtchen&
tile bath,NS, ND, no girls. Off streetparkingbi•
cycle shed.$175/mo.cleaning,security,& utility
deposit. Inquireanytimebefore 4:30 pm, 756
North600 East.755-0802

Femaleown bedroomin housewith2 others.
Great location,gas and cable paid. Available
May1st. 755-0335or 750-0192Kay

TRAVEL
BEFLEXIBLE
... SAVE$$$
Europe$249(o/w+ taxes)
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE!!
Hawaii$129(<Yw)
Mexico/Caribbean
$209(rA+ taxes)
Call800-834-9192
www.4cheapair
.com

INSTRUCTION
BlueWater Scuba of Logan, Logan'sofficial

ForestGateEastApartmentsjust $395for sum•
mer. Call tor tall rate optionsor otherinforma•
too 755-5911

GREATBARGAIN\$395 summer,$1995nextt
schoolyear. Pnvatebedroom• mgr. at Forest
GateWest,460 North400East#40.752-1642.

Great student apartmentrate~! School year/
summercontractsavailable. Call for specials
753-8128

Largehomein excellentconditionon 400 East,
5 bedrooms,4 bathrooms,centralair, fireplace
2 laundry, 3 kitchens, 4 Irving areas.
$2400/month,
1 yearlease,Judy750-5860

Lookingfor a placeto live?
www.housilg101.net...
Yourm011e
off campus\

.

air station.We can take care of all your scuba
needs.Sales,rentals,and instructions.Classes
are year round,you can be certifiedin just two
weekends' Group rates available.For more
info.call 752-1793.

PERSONALS
What wouldyou needto earn in Seattleto live
as wellas youcouldon a $30,000annualsalary
1nSalt LakeCity? Stopby CareerServicesand
pick up a free copy of 'ManagingYourCareer"
for an answer and for addllionatinformation
.
UniversityInn#102,GroundLevel,797-7m,

LAST
CHANC
E!

JOB
OFFERINGS
USU:Student Employment• OFF CAMPUS
For details abourtoff-campusjobs, seethe
job board at TSC 106 or visit

www.usu.edu/-studemp.

Looking for one girl to share house wrth three others. Privateroomwasherdryer,microwave, #0482,custodian,
$6.75/hr
fireplace,yard. NP NS ND Summer$135/mo #0628 customerServiceRepresentative
+util. Winter $200/mo+ut1\. 792-4429or 750· $7/hr'
'

0863
Save $50 and rent summerand fall. Close to
campus,privatebdrm. mgr. at Broolllane,645
East900North#1,752-4824.
Storageunrts6X12,and 12X24fencedwAocked
gate,good rates J&KStorage753-0653

Why rent whenyou can own YorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage, first time buyers program available.
Modelhomeat 1800North300 West, Logan, or
call 755-6699. www.yorkshlrevillage.com
MarketedthroughHomebased
Realty.

SERVICES
AUDIO RESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRA DESIGN& SOUNDHave All Your
Cassettes/8 tracks/LP's & DArs Digrtally
Transferredto CompactDiscs. We Offer the
BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvailablein UtahWrth
SonicSolutionsNo Noise& CD Pre-Mastenng.
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIOEOUIPMENT
CassetteA.P
to CD=S25
.,,:,,,, ,
DigitalAudioTapeto CD=S30
: . $·
45-78rpmLP's/8track/Reel
to Reel
, ~ ··
toCD=$35
All duplicatecopiesSl Oeach.
ForMoreInformation
Call Dave@ 770-2345or
Email webmaster@spectrade
sign.com (Serving
CacheValleySince1976

#0885,Dishwasher,BOE
#0884,Child Care,6.501hr
#0883,Child Care,Neg,
#0882,Lube Tech,S6/hr
#0881,Yard Helper,$7/hr
#0291,cashier,
#0877,PreschoolTeacher,Neg.
#0880,Yard Help, S6•7/BOE
#0508,Cash\er,6.001hr
#0879, Front Desk for dayshift and grave-

yard,neg

10100, Aide lor Person with Disability,
$7.00/hr
#0224,Illustrator, $6.50
#0876,Living Scriptures SummerJob,
#0385,Cook, Negotiable
#0878,Oddsand Ends,$5.50/hr
#0875, Account Manager,
BOE
#0872,GeneralDuty Laboror,BOE
#0871,Sales Rep.,
#0870,Part-timeNight Line Cook, Neg
#0874,InternetBusiness Opportunity,
10675, Boy Scouts Aquatic Director,
$2,000/TL
#1084,Floral Design,neg.
#0868,SandwichMaker
, $5.35/hr
#0129,Swing Shift Cashier,$5.5Mlr
#0867,Freight Unloader,S6/hr
#1073,Graveyard,S5.75/hr
#0869,FieldTechnician,9.n/hr
#0690,SandwhlchMaker,SS.25/hr
#0866,Shift Manager/Crew, Neg
#0858,YourthTracker,$6.50-7
#0987, Hou5ecleaner/HouseKeeper,$5.506/hr
#1110,PT GardenWorker,$5.50/hr
#0458,Nanny,S6/hr
10836,
Saton
and
Spa
Receprtionlst/Coordinator,
$6/hr
#0834,cashier, $6/hr
#0773,ln1eme1Consultant,Comm.
#0808, Welder,$7.00/hr
#0799,PersonalSal• Sponsor,High
#0821,Counter Help & Cooks,6.00/hr
#0917,Yardwork,6.001hr
#0802,Handyman,$6Jhr
#0752,EmroideryOperator,Negotiable
#0751,Location Manger,Negotiable
#0750,AggregateLab Tech,$8/hr
#0745,CleaningPerson,$7/hr
#0693,Manager,Sales,Office, Negotiable
#0726,Babysitter,$240/mon
#0952,Yard Work,$6.00/hr
#0728,Web Programmer,9.501hr
#0721,Cafe Manager/Wa~er/Waitress,
BOE
#0427,SalesTeam,$7.00/hr
11095,Foster/ProctorCare,$500/month
#0186,PreschoolTaacller,$5.15/hr
10271,MarketResearch,5.50/hr
#0475,Enumerators/CrewLeaders,$9.50/hr
#0131,PersonalCareAttendant,$12/hr
#0692,cashier,
#0671,Safely Tainer,6.95/hr
#0659,Technician,
10601,Sales Representative,
#1109,PersonalAttendant,$5.25/hr
#0486,PhannanexRepresentative,commls•
sion
#0561,Laborers,GeneralOperators,

STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
JOBS

.

#0920,FannHand,BOE
#0919,Cleaner
, BOE
#0859,YardHelper,$7/hr
#0921,Tree Plantersfor WIidiifeHabitat,

$8/hr
#0581,Nanny,Neg.
#0222,Odds& Ends,Negotiable
#0915,Detailer
, Neg
#0913,GardenCenter Manager,BOE
#0490,Driver,
#0911,Mail Room,S5.75Jhr
#0912,Animal Caretaker,$5.50/hr
#0795,Houseparents,
#0903,CafeteriaWorker, $6.25/hr
#0907, MachineOperator,$8/hr
#0904,cafeteria Worker,$6.25/hr
#0906,Hide Stacker,$7.40/hr
#0908,Golf Club Assistant,$6/hr
#0910,Front Desk,
#0909, EngineeringTech.,Neg.
#0811,landscaping, $6.0Q/hr
#0401, Office Cleaning,$6Jhr
#0905,WashBay Attendant,$7.4Ghlr
#0900,Yardwork,$6.50/hr
#0893,Fann Worker,BOE
#0895,FurnitureDelivery,
#0896,CafeteriaWorker, 7.05/hr
#0897,ProductionWorker,9.0Q/hr
#0901,Housekeeping,$8/hr
#0902,Yardwork,$8/hr
#1078,Fann Worker,$6.50/hr
#0413,Receptionist,$6/hr
#0898, Temporary Production Worker,
&.00/hr
#0742,Salesperson,$175/Week
#0130,PackageHandler,$7/hr

#0887,BoardOperators,$5.15/hr
#1083,Generallaborer, $7/hr
#0886,Secretary/Receptionist,$6.S-7/BOE
#0890, Heavy Labor Production (Entry
Level),$10.66-14
#0889,SalesRep, Commission
#0888,Cashier,
Cache Valley Starters and A~emators, #0914,Csshier, BOE

USU: Student Employment-,ON-CAMPUS
JOBS
For details abourton-campusjobs , see the
job board at TSC 106 or visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp.
#C490-98,DishroomWorl<er,
SS.15/hr
#C235-00,LaboratoryAide,$5.15
#C135-91,Intramural Official, $6 to S8 per

game
#C265·97, Substitute Activity Leader,
$5.50/hr
ICO~, Undergraduate
TeachingFellow
,
$5.15/hr
#C274-91, Applied Music Instructor,
Negotiable

LTAH
- 1s2-3012S2 .00
S ' r, •
ADU, TS
I ·, 11,· I

C111LDREN

u/1, ,, \ /,11111n
/li" ·111111/
/ h, ·11/,·r

GREAT SEATS • GREAT SOUND
GREAT PICTURE

#C593-90, Plano Youth Conservatory
Teacher,Negotiable
#C719-95, Undergrad Teaching FellowMusic Technology, SS.15/hr
#C124-92
, Speech lns1ructional Assistant,
$5.25/hr
#C208-96,Turtor,$5.25/hr
#C532·98,TechnicalAssistant, $5.50/hr
#C335-97,BiologicalTechnician,$5.15/hr
#P017-93,Photographer,BOE
#C263-95,Model(Art Classes),$8.0Mlr
#P013-93, Compurter Science Lab Inst.,
$5.15/hr
#C446-00,Hortlcunure Intern, 1300/month
#C447-00,4-H Intern, 1300/month
#C444-00,
Equipment
Sanitation
Technlcican,S6/hr
#P014-93,Grader,$5.15/hr
#C516-96,Turtor,$6.00/hr
#P012·93,CompurterConsunant.$5.25/hr
#C:360-90,
Security Officer, abovemin.
#C311-00,Drafter,
#C<I00-99,
Van Driver/JobCoach,$5.50/hr
#C445-00,Staff Assistant, $6/hr
#C171-95,Note Taker,S5.151hr
#C-442-00,
Field Technician, $7.50/hr
#C420-00, Electrical Engineer Assistant,
BOE
#C034-00,Technician,$5.50/hr
#C385-00,Field Tech, 6.00-7.00/hr
#C017•96,Projectionist, $5.15/hr
#C232-00, ASD Project Student Intern,
$6.00/hr
#C555-98, Undergraduate Reserach
Assistant, $5.15/hr
#C-441
·00, Office Assistant, $6+Jhr
#C439-00,Travel Study Asst. Coordinator,
$9/hr
#C438-00,Office Assistant, $6-7/BOE
#C437·00,Field Technician,$1600/month
#C436-00,Art 2710 SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C720-98,Salad Prep,$5.1!iJhr
#C162·99,PrepCook, $5.65/hr
#C434-00,Food Coordinator,$1300/month
#C433-00,Public RelationsAssistant, Neg
#C269-94,Phonathonca11er,$7.00/hr
#C431-00,SoftwareDeveloper/Tester,
BOE
#C427-00, Food Service Woker (Summer),
$5/t5hr
#C103-97,Dishwasher,5.15
tC421HlO,CateringWaltstaff,$5.15/hr
#C430-00,GraphicDesigner,$8.50/hr
#C424-00,Field Technician,$6.75/hr
#C423-00,TextbookOrderingClerk,$5.15/hr
#C422·00,LaboratoryAide,$5.50/hr
#C052·98,ComputerTechnician,$7/hr
#C418-00, Insect Survey Technician,
$6.50/hr
#C418-97, On-Call Maintenance Worker,
negotiable
#C599-98,HalianInstructor,
#C416-00,Academic Graduate Assistant,
$7/hr
•
#C654-98,Biology 1010 (sec 2) SI Leader,
$5.50/hr
#C589-97,POLS1100SI Leader,$5.50/hr
tC653-98, Bio 1010 (sec 1) SI Leader,
$5.50/hr
#C659-98,Geol 1100SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C353-98, Lab Assistant (Green Beam),
$6/hr
#C058-99,Chem1010(Chem101)SI Leader,
$5.50/hr
#C660-98,PHYX1000SI Leader, $5.50/hr
#C657•98,Geog 1130(Geog 113)SI Leader,

andowneroperators1-800-441-4394.
Forgraoo•
atestudents1-800-338-6428.

tC405·00, UndergradTeaching Fellow,
$1200/yr
tC404-00, UndergradTeaching Fellow
(Anthropology~
$1,200/yr

AIR FORCE.GREATcareeropportunities
avai•
abletorhighschoolgrads,ages17·27. Plusupto
S12,000enlistment
bonusrt you qualify! For an
information
packetcaK1-800-423-U
SAFor visit
wwwa,rtorce.com.

#C396--00,
Digitizing Slides, $500total
#C352-00,MachineShopAssistant, SS.151hr

I

$15-S451HR!
Country'smost establishedmed·
icaVdental
biing softwarecompany
seekspeople
to processclaimslromhome.Trainingprovided.
Must own computer.1-800-434·55
t 8 ext#658
Minm.imInvestment
required.

#C249·96,PeerAdviser,$5.15/hr
#C390-00,ResearchAide,$7/hr
#C603-98,RangeAnimal Tech.,$7.50/hour
#P280-90,Animal Caretaker,6.00/hr
#C029-99,Freight Handler,$5.35/hr
#C396·93,Dispatcher,S5.6Mlr
f P018-93,Writer, BOE
#C371-00,Lab Assistant,6.00/hr
#C337-00,SSSTutor,
#C364-00,PreschoolClassroomAide,SS.256.25/hr
#C084-00,Math Tutor ARC,$5.50/hr
tC366-00, ATV Programmer/Ad Sales
Assistant, $7/hr
#C362-00,Lab Technician,$6/hr
#C363-00,Java/HTML1ntemelProgrammer,
BOE
#C358-00, Undergraduate Research
Associate,
$5.50/hr
#C623·98,Salad Food Preparation,S5.15/hr
#P036-93,Lifeguard,$5.5Mlr
#C343-00,Tutor,9.00/hr
#C339-00,ResearchTechnician,7.00/hr
#C103·92,ShuttleBus Driver, $5.75/hr
#C564-98,DataTechnician,$7.5Mlr
#C317-00,ResearchTechnician,$6-10.00/llr
#C290-00,ProgramSpecialist,5.751hr
#C113-00,LabAssistant,
$5,15

AVONPRODUCTS
COUPLES
• Wanttheexcftemenlof staningyourownhome-based
business?
WithAVONyou can bu!dthe familybusinessof
yourdreams.888·S42-4053
$20.00tee.
FRIENDLY
TOYSAND gifts has openingsfor
party plan demonstrators
& managers!Home
decor,gifts, toys, Chlistrnas.Earn cash, !rips,
rewgiition. Freecalalog.lnformat1011
t-800-488·
4875
DRIVERS.MARTEN
TRANSPORT
, LTD.Marten
Transport
canpayyou • '1 year· $.29 '2 years•
$.30 •3 years• $.3t •4 years• $.32 •5 years•
S.33.Gal 1-800-786-4135.
www.marten.com
TORREY
UT, WONDERLAND
Innhasimmediate
positionsavailable:Cooks,waitresses
, house·
keepers,laund,y& convenience
store.Located
near Capital Reef NationalPark & Boulder
Mountain
. Call1-800-458-0216
asklor Diane

STATEWIDE
ADS
ABORTION?
WHY?CONSIDER
adoption.
Warm,
secure,lovinghomeavailablefor newbornbaby,
Pleasecallattorneyat 1-800·606-4411.
A-578
ADOPT.
ALOVINGcouplewishesto adoptnew•
bornintohomefilledwithhappiness,
securityand
endless love. Legally authonzedexpenses.
PleasecallWendy/Howard1·888-450-9922

DRIVER·INEXPERIENCED?
LEARNto be an
OTA professional
froma top earner,Greatpay,
ex9cutive-style
benefitsand conventional
equP·
ment.Cal today!U.S. Xpress888-936-3338
LAIDOFF, NEEDa Job?We haveopenings111
manyfields.Training
withgoodstan1ng
sala,yand
benefits.Highschoolgraooatescan 1-800-914•
8536.
ASAP • DISTRESSEDPRE-FABtorteiturelll
Repossessed:
4 factorynew,super insulated
modularized
packages
. Superiorhi-techquality.
Simpleassembly
• Yourfoundation.
Flexiblelay•
out. 3'415bedrooms.
t-800-874-6032
Sacrifice\

CARSFROM$500!Honda,Chevy,Jeep & sport BUILDYOUROWNhome.Youserveas prOJect
utility. Police impoundsand repossessions. manager
andsave.We11
guideyou.t 00%financ•
Curren!listings\800-941-8777
, ext.C4798
1ng.
Youreffortsearnequity.COBSHomes1-80t •
568·5369
www
.cobshomes.com
STEEL BUILDINGS SALE: 5,000+ sizes.
40x60x14, $8,236; 50x75x14, $11,003; DELLCOMPUTERS
..FACTORY
direct.$0 down.
50x100x16,
$14,551;60x100x16,
$16,174.MiniLowmonthlypayment.Pentium-lit
800 available.
storagebuHdings,
40x160,32unrts,$16,534.
Free
Resolved
creditproblems
OKICallby Apri 21 lor
brochures.www.senbnetbu1ldings.com
5enline\
treeprinle~OMC800-477-9016.
CodeWV17
Buildings
, 800·327-0790,
extension
79.
PREMIERSTEELBU\LotNGSIArch, slra,ghl·
wan,singleslope.A smalldepos,tnowcansave
you thousands!1-800-973-3366
www.premier•
steel.org
ROOFING/SIDING SHEETS • Save $$$.
Corrugated
galvanized2· widex 5, 10·,12',14',
16' tengtllS.S.551tt. Colors3' wide,$1.32ltt.
Dnvea Mttle. Savea to!!Metalmart
• Lehi 1-800947-0249

RXUTAH.COM.
NETWORK
OFprofessional
independentUtah pharmacies
readyto serve you
onlinel Prescnptions,
naturalhealthproducts,
overthecounterproduct
s, specialservicesat dis•
countprices.
RECEIVING
PAYMENTS?
LUMPsumscash paid
for seller-financed
notes& deedsof trust, real
estate contracts,structuredinsurance settle·
ments,lotte,ywinnings.
Cascade
Funding
. Inc.t•
800-476-9644

•
•
•

POSTALJOBS $48,323.00yr. Now hiring-no
experienceiJaid
tIa,ning-great
benefrts.Cail lor
lists,7 days. 800-429-3660
ext.J954

1998YAMAHA
VZF red'blacic
6k mi. Runslike
new.2 yearsremaining
on factorywarranty, tank
bagandcoverinct.$5699.Call801-250-2836
or
$20. $40 /hourpotential.
Easycla,msprocessing. 801-809-6658
Wetrain.Mustowncompu1er
& modem.Software
DIABETES
SUFFERERS:
IF you used the drug
costsrequired.
Call888-567-480<4
x585.
Rezulin(Troglilazone)
and sufferedsevereliver
problems
or a tamilymemberdiedattarRezuin
1983Guthrie47x102cattle-pot60%virginrubuse,youmaybe entitledcompensation.
Attorney
ber,50%brakes.$10.500
call435-686-2221
$5.50/hr
CharlesJohnson1-800-535-5727
#C415-00,Research& Technical
Assistant,
HOMEOWNERS
WITHCREDIT
worriesmaynow
S8/hr
FORECLOSED
HOMES
, LOWor $0 down!
Govt
a direct
#C474-97,TelephoneSottwaretrechnical quicklyqualifyfor loans.Stonecastle's
& bankreposbeingsoldnow!FantastK:
savings\
\8!1der
thatcanleUyouOllerthe phone-and
with•
Financing
available
.
Local
listing
Fee.
800-501·
Support,
$6.00/hr
outobligation!
Cail1-800-700·1242
ext.374
1777,ext4799.
#P019-93,
DairySalesClerk,5.15/hr
#C123-94,
Custodian,
$5.15/hr
OVERYOURHEADin debt???Do yOU need
GOINGOUTOFbusiness!
Allremaining
2000RV
IC407•00,DataCollector,
$8/hr
morebreathingroom???Debtconsolidation,
no
modelswiUbe soldal $100overdealer111voice.
tC468-99,Clerksfor Research
Projects
, $6qualfying!\I'Free consultation
(800) 556-1548
.
Fifthwheelsfrom25 • 32, one21' travellraller
6.50/hr
www.anewhorizon.org
Licensed,bonded.non•
remainsRainba,v
RVSales(702)647-5369
profitlna11ona1
co.

, For All Yuur Insuranc e Needs.
lncl11:fo1g Stud ent Heal th
Ins urance

WE PAYCASHtor the remainingpayments
on
trust deeds! Mortgages!Annuities\Lotteries\
'Nobodybeatsourpncingl'800-490-0731,
ext715
www.nalionalcontractbuyers
.com

WOLFF
TANNING
BEDS.Tanathome\Buydirect
andsave\CommerciaV
Homeunitsfrom$199.00.
Lowmonthlypayments.
Freecolorcalalog. Call
today1-800-842
·1310

258-5572

DRIVERCOVENANT
TRANSPOR
T 'Coasl to
coastruns•Teamsstart42c-45c'S1,000sign-on
bonustor exo. co drive,s Expenenced
drive,s

goodrunningcondition;1988Kenworth
Anteater,

ToyStory 2

1979 FREIGHT
LINER CABOVER.new tires,
realgood shape.Haveservicerecordsavalable.
435-896-4278,
RichardLJensenTrucl<Jng.
v

(G)
Nightty 7:00 Fri-Sat-Mon 2:45, 4:45

AmericanBeauty
(R)"Best Picture," with Kevin Spacey,
B~ctor
Nigfitly 9:00

www.LocalMarketSpot.com
Visit our website today and enjoy full color ads .of used goods for sale. Our
search engine makes it quick and easy for you to find what you are looking
for. You can post an advertisement for your goods and reach your local
market area. Check out Local Events & Happenings sponsored by USU
Athletics & Ellen Eccles Theatre. Enter to win a &ee vacation and other
prbes! Log on today!

Items are llsted by owner and these local companies:
The car Connection
Utah Carzz
Valley Motors
Lunt Motors
Saxton Auto Sales
Main Street Motors

I

a few bucks on the cable bill.

cache Honda l'ahama
Home A(laln
Coldwell BankerProperty Mslnt Wilkinson Oflce Supply
Wasatch Property Mljmt
Sandcastle Travel
RVA Property M(lmt
lntermountaln Staffln(l
wardley GMAC
Kelley services
The Loto Shop

Automobiles • Homes for Sale • Land for Sale • Commercial Buildings & Land for Sale •
Residential Land for Sale • Apartments For Rent • Home• For Rent • Office Furniture .t
Equipment • Home furniture .t Appliances • Gulde To Local Eventa • Giveaways

CAREER NEWS
http://www.usu.edu/career

$
What would you need to earn
in Seattle to hve as well as you
could on a $30,000 annual
salary in Salt Lake City?
Stop by Career Services and
pick URa free copy of
"ManagingYour Career''for an
answer and for additional
information.

Career Services, Ground Level,
University Inn. 797-7777

Part-Time
OnCampus
Cutting-edge
Opportunity
for
full-TimeafterCra~uation
Hiringlow for
SummerI/or fall

ApplyOn-line:
www.wizeup.com/rep

DtOITAL

TEXTB
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